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stop the renewable scam solar information from C.E.A.S.E.
Tuesday, January 4, 2022 3:54:44 PM

External Email

Hello MS. Bumpus, thank you for talking with me today. i live in goldendale washington a small rural
farming community which is being invaded by 4 major solar companies. invenergy nextera avan grid
cypress creek renewable. i formed organization C.E.A.S.E. citizens educated about solar energy
cease2020.org once i learned of this and the darkside of solar. our group is trying to stop this invasion of
the unwanted solar companies. i would like to express my concerns regarding the impacts of solar
facilities in our county.  there are 2 paragraphs in the county ordinances concerning solar to protect the
county and its citizens from solar facilities encroachment.  there are many issues which must be
discussed and must addressed. we already have 858 wind turbines. many nearing the end of their life
and no decommissioning plan or security bond to ensure proper clean up. our county commissioners all
favor wind/solar and will do nothing to protect the county or citizens. 
 ref:library.municode.com/wa/klickitat...klickitatcounty.org/index to final energy overlay zone & eis files

 the lithium-ion batteries which are capable of storing many megawatts of electrical energy. the batteries
can spontaneously combust due to thermal runaway that will cause adjoining batteries to explode and
can release deadly toxic gases. electrocution is also a possible danger. solar panels cannot be turned off
when the sun is shining, they continue to produce electricity and if there is a fire in the solar facility. many
citizens/workers can be injured or killed from a fire or explosion. this problem places our un-prepared un-
equipped un-trained firefighters in harm's way. in either scenario who pays the medical cost if someone
injured? if someone is killed who will be sued? it is doubtful that the foreign energy company worth billions
and full staff of attorneys will make sure the corporation doesn't pay a dime. these energy companies
should provide their own fire services. the 2019 wind turbine fire which engulfed thousands of acres of
land. the suppression was paid for by the county and state. the billion-dollar corporation didn't pay a dime.
sound fair? ref:breitbart.com/huge solar farm. ref: greentechmedia.com/mcmicken solar farm fire ref;
morris illinios lithium-ion battery fire

 solar panels contain many cancer-causing chemicals: lead, cadmium, nitrogen trifluoride nf3,3,
perfluorinated alkylated pfas, cadmium telluride, copper indium selenide, cadmium gallium selenide,
hexafluoroethane, polyvinyl fluoride. these panels at the end of life which the federal trade
commission states is 15-20 years cannot be disposed of in a landfill. longi the world largest maker of solar
panels from china only guarantees their panel for 12 years. california and many countries already
consider them e-waste which requires special recycling. our state does not have a facility to recycle them.
washington ecology dept does not know about the toxins in solar panels yet they play a big part in
permitting solar sites and continue to ok their proliferation. if disposed of improperly and the glass is
broken that is when the chemicals are released and starts to contaminate the environment. this will sicken
or kill citizens. currently this problem is not being addressed and will become the future environmental
clean-up. ref;forbes.com if solar panels are so clean why do they produce so much toxic waste?
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Batteries exploding in burning abandoned Illinois building

Lithium batteries exploded loudly overnight inside a burning former paper mill in northern Illinois and fire officials have decided to let the blaze burn out because they fear trying to extinguish it could trigger more explosions


By DON BABWIN Associated Press
June 30, 2021, 4:37 PM
• 4 min read


Share to FacebookShare to TwitterEmail this article
CHICAGO -- Lithium batteries exploded loudly overnight inside a burning former paper mill in northern Illinois that officials had believed was long abandoned, and fire officials have decided to let the blaze burn out because they fear trying to extinguish it could trigger more explosions.

The fire that started in Morris Tuesday prompted city officials to order the evacuation of 3,000-4,000 people in some 950 nearby homes, a school, church and small businesses.
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On Wednesday, as thick, black smoke continued to billow from the building, Police Chief Alicia Steffes said the evacuation order would remain in place until at least 9 p.m. and “might be extended.”

Police are stationed throughout the area to prevent people from entering, although anyone who can prove they live there may return to retrieve essential medicine, she said.

Fire Chief Tracey Steffes said thus far air quality tests were “coming back favorable," but he cautioned that changing weather conditions and other factors could cause the air quality to deteriorate.

Mayor Chris Brown urged anyone experiencing respiratory problems to contact their physicians.

The fire chief said he's gathering information from fire departments and other experts on how to fight the fire in a building that — to the surprise of his department and other city agencies — was being used to store nearly 100 tons of lithium batteries ranging in size from cellphone batteries to large car batteries.

Steffes' firefighters stopped using water on the blaze minutes after they arrived when they discovered the batteries because water and firefighting foam can cause batteries to explode. And he said while he has heard some ideas on how to battle the blaze — road salt has been suggested — he won't send crews to battle the fire because of the unknowns about what's inside.





“I don't know 100% what was stored in that building, only what they're telling us what was stored in that building,” he said.

Further, Steffes said that while his department and other agencies have fought fires at buildings that contain lithium batteries, he had thus far found nobody with fires that involve so many batteries. He said the battery explosions overnight could be heard across the city.

The mayor said the city didn't know the building was being used to store batteries until it caught fire, and that he knows very little about the company that owns them.

“The name of the company is Superior Battery ... and we didn’t know they existed until yesterday afternoon,” said Brown. Apparently nobody else at City Hall did either, because there's no record of a business license or any communication between the company and any city department, he said.

Barely concealing his anger at the very serious danger his firefighters were in, Steffe suggested that he couldn't trust any information coming from the company as a result.

“We had no way of knowing they were doing business ... there,” said Steffes, adding a company official told him they had occupied the building for about a year. Steffes said the paper mill had been vacant for decades.

No information was immediately available on Superior Battery. The fire chief said company representatives were not invited to Wednesday’s news conference.

The mayor said the police department will conduct an investigation about the storage of the batteries and that other agencies, including the state fire marshal and the Illinois Attorney General's office, have already been contacted.

Morris is about 70 miles (115 kilometers) southwest of Chicago.

The Morris fire came two weeks after an explosion and massive blaze at a chemical plant near Rockton, an Illinois town along the Wisconsin border, forced the evacuation of hundreds of homes for several days. Nobody at the plant or the surrounding community was injured by the         June 13 fire  that officials later determined was started accidentally during maintenance work.
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Latest News 
Illinois:
Edgar County declares a moratorium on wind farms

Massachusetts:
Feds push Vineyard Wind decision into 2021

Illinois:
Big Sky Wind Farm taking a second shot at upgrading turbines in Lee County

Scotland:
Borders: Wind farm with 15 turbines to be proposed near town

Iowa:
Wind turbine catches fire in rural Jesup

Finland, Norway, Russia, Sweden:
Arctic turbulence: why Indigenous communities are fighting wind farms

Scotland:
East Ayrshire and Dumfries and Galloway councils torn over Sanquhar II wind farm decision

Northern Ireland:
Renewable energy body lodges complaint over NI Audit Office report

Ireland:
Objections to 175 metre turbines

Germany:
Teile von Windrad-Flügel abgebrochen – halbes Rotorblatt stürzt auf Feld

Ireland, Northern Ireland:
Amazon staying tight lipped on landslide at wind farm construction site

Scotland:
Fate of wind turbines planned for site near north-east village to be decided by councillors after hundreds of objections

Wisconsin:
Firm eyes Grant County for wind turbine energy facility

New York, Opinions:
Wind, solar farms are not only way to help the environment

Northern Ireland:
`Watershed moment’ for protection of Neolithic Co Down burial site

Ireland:
Wind farm operators ordered to disclose turbine data to nearby residents

Scotland:
Viking developer says it has ‘consent for all works’ at Kergord after planning report raises concern

Scotland:
Investigation underway after truck slid into ditch while delivering materials for Viking Energy windfarm project

Northern Ireland:
Campaigners’ joy as Council back calls to remove wind turbine from ancient Knock Iveagh site

Illinois:
ZBA recommends wind energy noise standards

Northern Ireland:
Knock Iveagh: Stormont is asked to remove wind turbine at ancient site

Alberta:
26 turbines on the way for Rattlesnake Ridge wind farm

Ireland:
Energia subsidiary challenges refusal of permission for wind farm connector

Iowa, Letters:
We can’t afford to lose another acre of farmland

Norway:
Deler av vinge falt av vindturbin på Hundhammerfjellet

Scotland:
Third windfarm granted permission for north-west Skye despite ‘significant adverse impact’ on landscape

Ireland:
Giant wind turbines could be erected throughout Co Laois

Northern Ireland:
Coronavirus: Economy department officials backed wind turbine grants

Ireland:
Power struggle: Council queries Facebook’s plans for Kilkenny wind farm

France:
French fishermen vow to take direct action to prevent construction of Saint-Brieuc offshore wind farm
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It’s “Giving Tuesday” in the USA, and Wind Watch needs your help! To preserve our independence, we do not run ads and are not funded by any political or industry groups. The people who keep Wind Watch going volunteer their time and receive no monetary compensation. All donations go directly to providing the unbiased information that campaigners and policy makers around the world rely on. But the necessary servers and bandwidth to handle our always growing traffic get more expensive every year. If everyone reading this right now gave $5, our fundraising for the year would be done in an hour. Please take a minute to help keep us online – Thank You		 										 











filed:  April 4, 2015 • Colorado

 Legal action taken against county, NextEra Energy   



Credit:  By Lindsey Harrison | 
 
The New Falcon Herald | 
 
Volume No. 12, Issue no. 4 | 
 
April 2015 | 
 
www.newfalconherald.com ~~



On March 5, the El Paso County Property Rights Coalition filed a lawsuit against the EPC Board of County Commissioners and NextEra Energy Resources regarding NextEra’s amended wind farm project. Eric Henderson, Donna Bryant, Laura Wilson and Joan Wilson, members of the EPCPRC, are named as plaintiffs in the lawsuit.


   The BOCC approved the original Golden West Wind Energy project in December 2013, when Fowler Energy owned the project; NextEra purchased it later that month. The original plans included 3.75 miles of high-voltage transmission lines that would be buried, according to the February issue of The New Falcon Herald.


   At the Feb. 5 BOCC meeting, NextEra presented its proposed amendments: All of the transmission lines would be overhead – none would be buried. The commissioners unanimously approved the amendments.


   According to the lawsuit, the BOCC “erred and abused its discretion and exceeded its jurisdiction” when it approved the amended project. The lawsuit also claims the BOCC violated the plaintiffs’ state constitutional rights to due process of law by censoring the speech of individuals during the public comment segment of the Feb. 5 BOCC meeting.


   The lawsuit also claims that the BOCC was acting under coercion and duress because of NextEra threats demanding that the commissioners approve the project.


   According to the lawsuit, NextEra strategically and incrementally circumvented the plaintiffs’ rights by seeking approval of the plan and then seeking amendments to that plan to avoid cumulative opposition to the overall project.


   Additionally, the lawsuit claims that NextEra violated the plaintiffs’ state constitutional rights of due process of the law by threatening legal action against the county and abandoning the project altogether, if the amendments were not approved.


   Laura Wilson said the EPCPRC had two options to proceed with the lawsuit. If a single judge heard the suit and made a ruling, it could push the court date out for eight months to a year, Wilson said. Meanwhile, NextEra could continue working on constructing the wind farm.


   The other choice is a public impact hearing, where three judges hear the suit, she said. The plaintiffs agreed to that option, which means the lawsuit will be heard in about three to six weeks. “We chose the public hearing because these are three seasoned judges, and they have dealt with land use complaints before,” Wilson said. “It could be good or it could be bad. If the decision was overturned, NextEra could no longer put the lines overhead. They would have to revert to the original plan.”


   On March 10, 187 people gathered at the Falcon Fire Protection District Station No. 3 for a meeting held by the EPCPRC. Henderson acted as the spokesman for the EPCPRC, and said the purpose of the meeting was to inform the community about the process thus far, including the purpose of the coalition and the language of the lawsuit.


   “One of our chief complaints is that our voice has not been heard; and, when in a public forum we asked for our voice to be heard; we were severely limited,” Henderson said. “We want our elected officials to represent us and to respect our property rights. We didn’t start this fight.”


   The EPCPRC has also begun the process of filing an injunction, which would stop NextEra from working on the project until the lawsuit was resolved, Wilson said. Their attorney advised the plaintiffs to create a list of stipulations for negotiating with NextEra’s attorneys to prevent the injunction from going forward, she said.


   “We did provide a list of stipulations to our attorney, and he forwarded that on to their attorney; but we have not heard back yet,” Wilson said. “There has been no response.”


   David Gil, NextEra project manager, said the company is aware that a lawsuit has been filed. He did not want to comment on the situation.


   The highest priority item among the nine stipulations is that NextEra agree to follow the original development plan that the BOCC approved Dec. 19, 2013, she said. Wilson said she and the other plaintiffs are adamant about moving forward with the injunction.


   The EPCPRC will continue to meet weekly to update its members and the community about progress with the lawsuit, Henderson said.


   “We don’t want one dime from this lawsuit,” Wilson said. “We just want to protect our property rights.” 








Source:  By Lindsey Harrison | 
 
The New Falcon Herald | 
 
Volume No. 12, Issue no. 4 | 
 
April 2015 | 
 
www.newfalconherald.com

This article is the work of the source indicated. Any opinions expressed in it are not necessarily those of National Wind Watch.

The copyright of this article resides with the author or publisher indicated. As part of its noncommercial effort to present the environmental, social, scientific, and economic issues of large-scale wind power development to a global audience seeking such information, National Wind Watch endeavors to observe “fair use” as provided for in section 107 of U.S. Copyright Law and similar “fair dealing” provisions of the copyright laws of other nations. Send requests to excerpt, general inquiries, and comments via e-mail.
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Some possibly related stories: 


		Wind farm litigation flounders 

		Neighbors rally around wind farm lawsuit 

		NextEra files lawsuit against Clinton County 

		Wind farm developer, county file response to injunction 

		Anti-wind activist “won’t back down” as NextEra threatens legal action 

		Wind farm drama goes to roads 
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Solar Panels Produce Tons of Toxic Waste—Literally



A closer look at solar panels opens a wide array of questions that need answers.
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A Popular Choice


Solar panels have been heralded as the alternative to fossil fuels for decades. Most readers have likely seen exciting headlines claiming we could power the world's energy demands multiple times were we simply to cover the Sahara Desert with a solar farm the size of China. The fact that such endeavors would be unsustainable due to their size and the sheer amount of maintenance required or that the necessary infrastructure to bring this energy all around the world is simply unimaginable is irrelevant to those who dream of a solar future.


In the age of emissions trading and international climate conferences, nothing is applauded more than showing off some big investments in solar. 




		





		





		





		





		





		










That's fine; we're all dreamers in one way or another. This fantasy has grasped many voters, however, and politicians are all too keen to jump on the gravy train of alternative energy. Solar panels are subsidized to an enormous extent, as are solar farms, be they public or private. In the age of emissions trading and international climate conferences, nothing is applauded more than showing off some big investments into harvesting the sun as an electricity supplier.


This zeitgeist is reflected in solar panel sales. The different arrows in the chart below point to the moments when Solar Investment Tax Credits (ITC) were introduced, extended, or expanded.





What's Inside?


Beyond the clear misallocation of resources and energy market price distortions, there is a further environmental problem associated with solar panels.


Beyond the inefficient use of these resources to begin with (in the process of making crystalline silicon from silicon, as much as 80 percent of the raw silicon is lost), there are numerous human health concerns directly related to the manufacture and disposal of solar panels.


According to cancer biologist David H. Nguyen, PhD, toxic chemicals in solar panels include cadmium telluride, copper indium selenide, cadmium gallium (di)selenide, copper indium gallium (di)selenide, hexafluoroethane, lead, and polyvinyl fluoride. Silicon tetrachloride, a byproduct of producing crystalline silicon, is also highly toxic.


The pro-solar website EnergySage writes:







Join us in preserving the principles of economic freedom and individual liberty for the rising generation





Support FEE's Mission





















There are some chemicals used in the manufacturing process to prepare silicon and make the wafers for monocrystalline and polycrystalline panels. One of the most toxic chemicals created as a byproduct of this process is silicon tetrachloride. This chemical, if not handled and disposed of properly, can lead to burns on your skin, harmful air pollutants that increase lung disease, and if exposed to water can release hydrochloric acid, which is a corrosive substance bad for human and environmental health.





For any user of solar panels, this is not an immediate risk as it only affects manufacturers and recyclers. More disconcerting, however, is the environmental impact of these chemicals. Based on installed capacity and power-related weight, we can estimate that by 2016, photovoltaics had spread about 11,000 tons of lead and about 800 tons of cadmium. A hazard summary of cadmium compounds produced by the EPA points out that exposure to cadmium can lead to serious lung irritation and long-lasting impairment of pulmonary functions. Exposure to lead hardly needs further explanation.


Recycling Solar Panels


In one 2003 study, researchers drew attention to the fact that cadmium is the benefactor of special environmental treatment, which allows solar energy to be more economically efficient (as far as that word quite applies to solar energy even in the current state of subsidization). They wrote:



If they were classified as "hazardous" according to Federal or State criteria, then special requirements for material handling, disposal, record keeping, and reporting would escalate the cost of decommissioning.





This mirrors an answer given by Cara Libby, Senior Technical Leader of Solar Energy at the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), who admits that there is no lucrative amount of salvageable parts on any type of solar panel. She adds:



In Europe, we’ve seen that when it’s mandated, it gets done. Either it becomes economical or it gets mandated. But I’ve heard that it will have to be mandated because it won’t ever be economical.





It is no wonder that Chinese factories, when confronted with the exorbitant costs (both financial and environmental) of decomposing solar panel chemicals properly, prefer to release them into the environment rather than dispose of them in an environmentally safe manner.


Stanford Magazine also points out that solar energy has a higher carbon footprint than wind and nuclear energy. Ray Weiss, a professor of Geochemistry at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, explains that a number of solar panels release nitrogen trifluoride (NF3), a chemical compound 17,000 times worse for the atmosphere than carbon dioxide. As recently as 2015, he explained that many manufacturers were still struggling to figure out how to contain its release into the atmosphere.


Question the Narrative


Energy policy is not a place for emotion or action based on instinct. We throw around a lot of buzz words that lead us to the belief that one energy supply is "cleaner" than the other. The reality is that human action and interaction require a constant supply of energy. All forms of energy production have an impact on the environment.


Questioning certain narratives regarding the eco-friendliness of those classified as "renewable" but do not live up to an environmental standard that reasonable people could support is essential to both innovation and environmental protection.
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      America's Choice 2012
 
 Obama's alternative energy bankruptcies

 



 
 
       by Steve Hargreaves   @hargreavesCNN   October 22, 2012: 11:16 PM ET   



 
 
           President Obama has faced a barrage of criticism for a handful of energy companies that went bankrupt after receiving government funding.  
 



 President Obama is getting hammered for funding renewable energy companies that have since gone belly up.

  During the first presidential debate, Mitt Romney said "about half" of the companies funded by Obama's administration went bankrupt. That is true -- for just the first two years of the program that supported Solyndra, which the campaign later clarified. (See correction below). 

  



  10 most expensive energy projects in the world
     
  Our growing thirst for energy means today's projects dwarf most past endeavors. The Hoover Dam cost $49 million in 1936. Adjusted for inflation, that's only $825 million today. View photos
 
 
 
  But a spokesman for the Energy Department said that agency has dozens of programs that funded over 1,300 companies in the renewable energy space, and that less than 1% have gone bankrupt -- also true. 

  So just how many federally-funded energy companies have failed? 

  A total of five have gone bankrupt, according to the House Committee on Energy and Commerce. All of the failed companies that the Committee identified came from just two programs that received significant dollar amounts from the Department of Energy. Those two programs funded 63 firms. The other 58 are still in business. That's a failure rate of about 8%. 

 
  While other departments within the government have given money to renewable energy firms, some of which may have also gone bankrupt, the bulk of the funds were administered by the Energy Department. 

  The companies -- and what became of taxpayer money -- are as follows: 

  A123: The battery maker received a $249 million Department of Energy stimulus grant to build two factories in Michigan to manufacture batteries for electric cars. 

  The company drew down $132 million of that grant, and the factories are up and running, according to the DOE. 

  As part of A123's bankruptcy announced earlier this week, the factories were sold to Johnson Controls (JCI), which is expected to keep them open. Since the investment was a grant, the government got no money back. It's unclear whether Johnson will be eligible to draw down the remaining grant funds. 

  Abound Solar: The manufacturer of thin-film solar panels received a $400 million DOE stimulus loan guarantee to build two factories -- one outside Kokomo, Indiana and another outside of Denver. 

  Abound drew down $70 million of the grant to build the Denver factory. Abound declared bankruptcy in June amid strong competition and the collapsing price of solar panels. 

  Its assets are being auctioned off, and DOE is expected to lose to $40 to $60 million on the deal. 

  Beacon Power: The company received a $43 million DOE stimulus loan guarantee to build a facility in upstate New York that uses flywheels to store extra energy from the power grid, and then release it when needed. Such technology is seen as essential to integrate wind and solar into the grid, as those sources don't produce energy 24/7. 

  The company spent $39 million to build the project, which consists of wheels inside vacuum tubes that can spin at near perpetual motion. Beacon went bankrupt amid low prices for natural gas, which can be burned to produce electricity. 

  The flywheel plant was sold to a competitor, and DOE is slated to receive at least $27 million in the deal. 

  Ener1: A subsidiary of the company, EnerDel, received an $118.5 million grant to build two plants outside Indianapolis to manufacture batteries for electric cars and other uses. 

  Ener1 declared bankruptcy in January, and the company was bought by a Russian investor. The plants in Indianapolis continue to make batteries. 

  Solyndra: The manufacturer of advanced solar panels received a $535 million loan guarantee to build a factory outside of San Francisco. 

  Solyndra went bankrupt in 2011 amid falling prices for solar panels, and has since served as the poster child for well-meaning government policy gone bad. 

  Its assets are being auctioned off, and DOE is not expected to recover any meaningful amount of money. 

  Related: Obama vs. Romney: 9 energy flashpoints 

  The House Committee also pointed to two other DOE-funded companies that have made negative headlines as of late, but are still in businesses. 

  Fisker Automotive: The electric car maker received a $529 million DOE-backed stimulus loan to design a mid-priced model and build a factory to manufacture the vehicle in Delaware. 

  In February, Fisker put the manufacture of the sedan on hold amid lower than expected demand for electric cars and announced layoffs, though still says it plans on building the car in 2014. The company has drawn down about $200 million of the loan. 

    
                
            















   The future of rechargeable batteries
 
 
   Nevada Geothermal Power: The firm received a $98 million DOE-backed loan to build a geothermal power plant north of Reno. 

  According to the House Committee on Energy and Commerce, an internal audit of the firm revealed $98 million in net losses and significant debt. 

  DOE says the power plant the loan built has a long-term agreement to sell electricity, and its investment will be protected no matter what happens to the parent company. 

  Correction: An earlier version of this story incorrectly stated how Romney described the bankrupt companies during the debate. The campaign later clarified that Romney was referring to the first two years of the 1705 loan program when he said "about half" went bankrupt. Romney did not qualify the statement during the debate. 

 
 
   CNNMoney (New York)  First published October 22, 2012: 6:03 AM ET 
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                       Citizens Educated About SOLAR Eenergy

energy companies who received taxpayer money from dept. energy and filed bankruptcy

a123   abound solar   beacon power   solyndra   sun edison   evergreen solar   spectra watt

sunpower   first solar   babcock brown   enerdal   willar kelsey solar group   brightsource

satcon   abengoa   tonopah solar energy   advent solar   appilied solar   optisolar   ready solar

solasta   sv solar   senergen   signet solar   sun film   wakonda   epv solar   stirling energy

ascent solar   calyxo   heliovolt   national semiconductor solar magic   net crystal   soliant

aqt   ampulse   azuray   bp   centrotherm   csg   day 4 energy   ecd   energy innovations

flexcell   global watt   green volts   global solar energy   g24i   hoku   inventvx   konarki

opersun   pramac   pairan   ralos   recwater   schott   schuco   sencera   siliken   skyline solar

siemens   solar millennium   solar hybrid   sovello   solar day   solar power industries   sharp

soltecture   sun concepts   solibro   solon   scheuten solar   solfocus   sunways   bosch solar

concentrated optics   suntech wvxi. will invenergy/cypress creek renewables/nextera be next to file bankruptcy ???

                                                                  references                                                                        

bloomberg.com/$1 billion solar plant obsolete before it went on line crescent dunes

greentechmedia.com/rest in peace list of deceased solar companies 

computerworld.com/sun edison world largest renewable co.

money.cnn.com/obamas alternative energy bankruptcies

the daily signal.com/presidents obama's taxpayer back green energy failures 

businesswire.com/satcon bankrupt

abcnews.go.com/green firms get fed cash give ecexs bounses and fail

news.com.au/abengoa bankrupt

foxnews.com/solyndra bankrupt

                               energy companies unethical and dishonest behavior

we citizens are taxed by the federal government. part of the money goes to the department of energy. they in turn they supposedly loan the money to these large local and many foreign energy companies worth billions of  dollars to help them start new renewable projects. they receive the "loan" maybe start a project or complete one which then goes bankrupt and they disappear with our tax money. very few are ever prosecuted, imprisoned or return our money. this is billions of our tax money given away and wasted. solar panels/lithium ion batteries are both toxic hazardous waste. these companies leave behind this environmental mess for the leasing land owners or the tax paying citizens to clean up at a great cost. renewable energy is costing us more than it is worth. only the leasing landowners (many do not live here) and the energy companies are making money. we will receive none of the electricity, little tax revenue, a few permanent jobs. we will have the ugly hazardous solar farm destroying our county. is this the legacy we want to leave for future generations ?  or do we want to be fore sighted and stop this now? these are facts that supporters of renewable energy intentionally hide. we can not allow this to happen in our county.
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Senators Ruggerio and McCaffrey retain leadership positions; Promise progressive reforms and legislation



		














Statement from State Representative-elect Brandon Potter on his Speaker vote
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Housing advocates name and shame the top ten evictors in Rhode Island, and their lawyers
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RI Food Bank reports dramatic increase in food insecurity
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Senate Bill aims to decrease Rhode Island’s Black maternal mortality crisis



		














Pandemic gives rise to more supervisional neglect, group home adolescents struggling
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Marshall Properties issues ultimatum on Metacomet Golf Course project
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Jerry Elmer



There are two, newly filed cases pertaining to Invenergy now pending at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in Washington, DC: ER18-349 and EL 18-31. The central issue in both cases relates to who will pay several hundred million dollars to build and maintain the interconnection lines between Invenergy’s proposed power plant and the broader electricity grid run by ISO-New England. Under the ISO Tariff, Invenergy is responsible for these expenses; but in the FERC lawsuits, Invenergy is trying to get these costs shifted to New England ratepayers.


The Energy Facility Siting Board (EFSB) has scheduled a so-called “Show-Cause Hearing” for Tuesday, January 30, 2018, at which time Invenergy will be required to give any reasonable reason why the EFSB docket should not be suspended until those FERC lawsuits have been decided.


What is really going on with these two lawsuits that Invenergy is involved with at FERC?


Invenergy is genuinely, honestly committed to pursuing these lawsuits at FERC. Invenergy has hired a sophisticated international law firm to represent it. Crowell & Moring LLP has over 500 lawyers, offices in Washington, Los Angeles, and London, and represents multinational corporations like DuPont, Honeywell, and United Technologies. The legal papers that Invenergy has filed in the two FERC lawsuits are excellent, superb pieces of legal work. Hiring a big law firm to produce hundreds of pages of highly sophisticated legal pleadings is really expensive. One thing we can be sure of is that Invenergy genuinely, honestly means to pursue these cases at FERC, and is willing to spend big bucks to do so.


What is Invenergy arguing at FERC?


Invenergy is making two main arguments at FERC. First, Invenergy argues that long-standing FERC policy is for ratepayers, not power plant owners, to have to pay these interconnection costs.
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The second argument pertains to how other grid operators in other parts of the country (where Invenergy has power plants) allocate these same interconnection costs. Our grid operator here in New England is ISO-New England. Invenergy has power plants regulated by the Midcontinent ISO (MISO) and the PJM Interconnection LLC (PJM). Both MISO and PJM spread those interconnection costs that Invenergy is litigating about to ratepayers.


Both of Invenergy’s legal arguments are correct as far as they go:  The way ISO-NE allocates these interconnection costs to developers (not ratepayers) is against FERC policy. And if Invenergy’s proposed Burrillville power plant were regulated by the MISO or PJM tariff, Invenergy would not have to pay the disputed costs.


So are you saying that Invenergy is likely to win at FERC?


No, Invenergy is very likely to lose at FERC. Although both of Invenergy’s arguments are correct as far as they go, Invenergy arguments are still likely to fail at FERC. First of all, tariffs between different ISO/RTOs differ in many respects; FERC allows that. Second, every other generator in New England has had to pay these costs (according to the provisions of the ISO-NE tariff), and it would create a deeply uneven playing field if Invenergy got away with not paying them. Moreover, the New England states and public officials from all over New England have intervened in the FERC lawsuits to oppose Invenergy – because they do not want their ratepayers to have to pay these costs.


In short, while Invenergy’s legal arguments are correct that the MISO and PJM tariffs are different than the ISO-NE tariff, FERC allows different tariffs in different regions. Over the years, I have seen the argument “It’s done differently at PJM” used often at ISO-NE; I have never seen it work.


So what will the EFSB do at the show-cause hearing on January 30?


The EFSB will probably stay the EFSB Final Hearing, pending the outcome of the two cases at FERC. There is a really simple reason for this: the members of the EFSB honestly, genuinely want to know the results of the two FERC cases before proceeding with the Invenergy case. The EFSB’s view on this is sensible. One of Invenergy’s main arguments since the beginning of the case has been that building the Invenergy plant will have zero cost for ratepayers. If this changes, and there are, in fact, hundreds of millions of dollars of expenses for ratepayers, then:


(a) that fact would change the fundamental basis of the entire case; and


(b) the EFSB would like to know that fact before it conducts the Final Hearing and issues a decision.


As I said, the EFSB’s view on this is very sensible. And I cannot think of anything that Invenergy might say on January 30 that could change that outcome.


How long will it take for FERC to make its ruling?


In his December 1 letter to the EFSB, John Niland said that Invenergy hopes to have an answer from FERC in 60 days. However, there are two cases pending at FERC and they were filed under two different provisions of the Federal Power Act (FPA). One case was filed by ISO under Section 205 of the FPA; ordinarily such Section 205 cases can be dealt with in 60 days. (On this, Niland was right.)  However, the second case, filed by Invenergy, was brought under Section 206 of the FPA. These cases routinely take a year or more. And since the underlying issue in both cases are the same, the ISO may consolidate the cases using the longer time frame.


You have said that if Invenergy were to win at FERC, that outcome would be good for opponents of Invenergy, because the EFSB would never approve a permit for the plant if Invenergy were allowed to shift hundreds of millions of dollars to ratepayers. But now you are saying that Invenergy is likely to lose its cases at FERC. Won’t that increase the likelihood of Invenergy getting its EFSB permit?


No. It is certainly true that if Invenergy wins its lawsuits at FERC, Invenergy will fail to get its EFSB permit because the EFSB will not permit a plant that shifts hundreds of millions of dollars to ratepayers.












But let’s take a look at what happens if Invenergy loses at FERC, which is highly probable.


First and foremost, Invenergy has said multiple times that it cannot and will not put up the required bond of tens of millions of dollars before it obtains an EFSB permit. Invenergy said this most recently in its December 20, 2017 FERC filing in case ER 18-349:  “Clear River – as would be true of any other reasonable developer – is unwilling to commit to spending up to $88 million in advance of securing the permits required to construct the Project.”  (Page 6.)


Moreover, Invenergy’s statements on this matter are completely accurate. Neither Invenergy nor any other developer would spend $88 million on a construction bond before getting permits. Invenergy has told the ISO and FERC on multiple occasions that it cannot and will not spend this money itself before the EFSB has granted Invenergy a permit – and Invenergy has been telling the truth on this point.


Now let’s consider the situation Invenergy will face after FERC issues its decisions. Let’s say that this occurs in the second half of 2018.


		Invenergy has told the EFSB that it will definitely be up and running by June 1, 2021, but in order for this to be possible under the ISO Tariff, Invenergy would have had to have signed its Large Generator Interconnection Agreement (LGIA) pursuant to Schedule 22 of the ISO Tariff no later than December 1, 2017. Instead of signing the required LGIA, Invenergy now has two lawsuits pending at FERC about the LGIA. Invenergy’s bold statements that it would be up and running in June 2021 are false.

		As of June 2018, Invenergy will have been a Non-Commercial Resource for two consecutive years. Under Section III.13.1.1.2.2.2 of the ISO Tariff, the ISO will then be able to involuntarily terminate the 485 MW Capacity Supply Obligation (CSO) that Invenergy acquired on Turbine One in Forward Capacity Auction-10 (FCA-10) in February 2016. The ISO will have an interest in terminating Invenergy because the ISO is responsible for system reliability and does not want 485 MW of phantom capacity in the system. Other generators will push the ISO to involuntarily terminate Invenergy because those 485 MW of phantom capacity will have the effect of driving down the clearing price for other generators in future FCAs.

		In September 2018, the ISO will send Invenergy its Qualification Determination Notice (QDN) for Invenergy’s Turbine Two for FCA-13 (to be held in February 2019). Based on the last QDN that Invenergy received for Turbine Two (in September 2017, for FCA-12, to be held in February 2018), Invenergy’s Turbine Two is very likely to be disqualified again – for the very same reason:  failure to meet the required Critical Path Scheduling milestones.

		Every passing month and year makes it clearer that the electricity that Invenergy would produce is not needed by the ISO. Let’s take a look at the most recent evidence of this fact. On December 1, 2017, the ISO made its FERC filing reflecting the new Net Installed Capacity Requirement (Net-ICR) figures for the three separate Annual Reconfiguration Auctions (ARAs) in 2018 (one ARA for each of three separate Capacity Commitment Periods, or CCPs). In February 2016, when Invenergy’s Turbine One cleared FCA-10, the ISO’s Net-ICR for New England for the period 2019 to 2020 was 34,151 MW. In the most recent ISO filing with FERC, the Net-ICR for the same 2019-2020 time period, for the same geographic region of New England, was only 33,407 MW. The decrease of 744 MW is more than half again as much as all of Invenergy’s CSO of 485 MW. The expert testimony of Burrillville’s expert witness Glenn Walker and CLF’s expert witness Bob Fagan is that, with each passing month and year, figures from the ISO make clearer and clearer that Invenergy is just not needed.




Invenergy is likely to lose its lawsuits at FERC. When that happens, Invenergy will be required to post huge amounts of money, something which Invenergy has said over and over again it will not do before getting permits. But even if Invenergy did post those bonds, and the EFSB case did start up again, the new situation facing Invenergy would be very, very adverse. It would be clearer than ever that Invenergy is not needed. Invenergy may have lost its CSO on Turbine One and again had Turbine Two disqualified from even participating in the FCM. Turbine One, even if not completely terminated, will have failed to make its Commercial Operation Date of 2019 and 2020 and 2021. And much of the sworn testimony that Invenergy will have submitted to the EFSB will have been shown to be false.


So what is the short-term prognosis for Invenergy?


In the short term, the next big event is the Show-Cause Hearing on January 30. It is likely that the EFSB will suspend the Invenergy docket until the FERC lawsuits are fully resolved. This is a sensible thing to do, because the outcome of those lawsuits will provide information that the EFSB wants and needs to know before it grants or denies a permit to Invenergy.


And what is the longer-term prognosis?


Much will turn on how those FERC lawsuits turn out, but as I have said before, it is difficult to see how any result at FERC will not be devastating or fatal to Invenergy:


		If Invenergy wins, hundreds of millions of dollars of interconnection costs would be shifted to ratepayers. The EFSB would never allow that.

		If Invenergy loses, Invenergy will be forced to pay for things it has sworn it will not pay for; and the delay will put Invenergy into a very, very bad position.
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															RI Food Bank reports dramatic increase in food insecurity
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															Remembering – and Honoring – trans lives lost in 2020
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MITIGATION SUMMARY 
 


Introduction 


The EIS is a tool to evaluate the overall impact of the County’s objective and goals for energy 
development in optimal locations within the County.  The EIS suggests mitigation of 
environmental impacts through existing federal, state, and county regulations, and other 
reasonable mitigation alternatives to mitigate and manage identified impacts.  The EIS also 
identifies areas where insufficient information exists to fully assess an impact and makes 
recommendations for site-specific information requirements for a proposed development project. 


This Mitigation Summary provides a review of potential mitigation actions that would offset 
potential impacts due to development of energy facilities.  This document can be used by the 
County when reviewing an energy development proposal at a specific site, and it can be used 
by applicants for energy development facilities in their preliminary design to offset potential 
impacts prior to submitting their proposal to the County.   


The Summary is organized by the type of energy facilities evaluated in the Energy Overlay EIS. 
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Wind Facilities 


Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
Air Quality  


Potential for reduced air 
quality during 
construction from dust 
generation caused by 
operation of construction 
equipment 


• Apply standard construction dust control practices and 
methods such as haul road watering, covering stockpiles, 
and rapid revegetation of disrupted areas.   


• Construction timing could also be considered to mitigate 
dust emissions, taking advantage of seasonal/weather 
conditions and avoiding dry, low-precipitation periods where 
dust occurrence is high. 


Noise  
Potential for 
construction-related 
noise, as well as noise 
from operation of wind 
turbines 


• Construction should not be performed within 1,000 feet (305 
meters) of an occupied dwelling on Sundays, legal holidays, 
or between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. on other days. 


• Construction equipment should have noise control devices; 
equipment should be operated with muffled exhaust 
systems. 


• Pile driving or blasting operations, if required, should not be 
performed within 3,000 feet (914 meters) of an occupied 
dwelling on Sundays, legal holidays, or between 8 p.m. and 
8 a.m. on other days. 


• If necessary, additional noise reduction measures during 
construction include turning off idling equipment, use of the 
quietest effective back up alarms. 


• During operation, noise mitigation for wind turbines could be 
based on an acoustical analysis of the final project design, 
using noise level data for the actual turbine, size and layout.  
The intent of the analysis is to demonstrate compliance with 
the WAC noise criteria and any additional criteria 
established by Klickitat County. 


• Additional noise mitigation during operation may require 
setbacks for the wind turbines from existing receptors. 
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Vegetation & Wildlife  


Potential for temporary 
disturbance and 
displacement of wildlife 
and wildlife habitat 
during construction, loss 
of habitat through 
conversion of land to 
energy facilities, and 
ongoing bird mortality as 
a result of facility 
operations.   


Wind farms have the 
potential to cover larger 
areas, there is an 
increased chance of 
affecting plant habitat or 
introducing non-native 
species 


Construction along ridge 
tops can have short 
term impacts on fish 
habitat because of 
runoff and 
sedimentation.  
Additionally, the 
interconnection of 
underground collector 
lines throughout strings 
of turbines could require 
stream crossings. 


• Any construction project should assess the potential short 
term (construction disturbance) and long term (habitat loss) 
impacts to birds and bats.  Each site is likely to have unique 
requirements.  Hence, a site specific management plan 
should be developed to address impacts to flying animals.  
The plan might include elements such as: 


∼ Construction timing to avoid disturbing migration or 
reproductive periods 


∼ Mitigation for loss of habitat such as constructing bird or 
bat boxes elsewhere 


∼ Deterrence methods to discourage birds or bats from 
roosting in areas where they could be harmed.  


• Wind development plans formulated to minimize avian 
impacts should attempt to maximize wind development in 
agricultural areas while perhaps allowing for smaller scale 
developments in native landscapes. 


• Areas of nesting habitat for sensitive raptor species, such as 
peregrine falcons and golden eagles, and nesting buffers 
should be defined on a case-by-case basis, and these areas 
should be avoided when siting new wind plants.   


• Impacts to raptors could be reduced further by avoiding 
siting turbines directly at the crests and edges of hilltops 
where raptors use the uplift created by the cliff face.  
Developments in areas of higher raptor use could propose 
setbacks from the cliff face or hilltop ridge.   


• Site specific studies for the presence of plant species of 
concern would provide information on a project’s potential 
impacts.  If the study indicates the presence of plant species 
of concern, a site specific mitigation plan would be needed. 
The mitigation plan might include: 


∼ Construction timing to avoid short term impacts (e.g., 
performing certain construction work in winter when 
plants are dormant or present only as seeds or below 
ground). 


∼ Either onsite or offsite habitat restoration or 
enhancement to offset loss 


∼ Alteration of the facility configuration to preserve habitats 
(e.g., fencing off areas where plants are present). 


• The presence of noxious weeds could be considered when 
developing site specific mitigation plans. 


• During construction, conduct proper site management of 
stormwater and resultant sedimentation into nearby water 
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bodies.  Develop a stormwater pollution prevention plan 
(SWPPP) and implement best management practices 
(BMPs) required by the National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) stormwater permit program to 
reduce the potential for contamination of stormwater runoff 
and sedimentation.   


• Constructing collector line crossings perpendicular to the 
stream reduces the area of in stream disturbances.  Such 
crossings typically require a temporary stream diversion, 
with work occurring during WDFW designated in water work 
periods.   


Geology and Floods  
During construction and 
operation, access roads 
to facilities increase 
potential for erosion 


• The following mitigation measures would help minimize 
impacts to soil: 


∼ Minimize vegetation removal 


∼ Avoid construction on steep slopes 


∼ Properly engineer cut-and-fill slopes 


∼ Install appropriate roadway drainage to control and 
disperse runoff 


∼ Use aggregate surfaces on access roads in areas of 
sustained wind 


∼ Apply erosion control measures such as silt fence, straw 
bales, soil stabilizers, and reseeding areas as required. 


• Flood mitigation measures may include vegetation 
management, stormwater management (culverts, 
floodgates, retention basins), or landslide/snow avalanche 
stabilization. 


Water  
No significant impacts 
are identified in EIS 


 


Cultural Resources  
Potential to impact lithic 
scatters and TCPs from 
ground-disturbing 
activities during 
construction. 


• Determine if cultural resources are present in the proposed 
project area, beginning with a review of records of 
previously recorded historic properties.   


• Examine area for evidence of historic or archaeological 
properties through pedestrian surveys conducted by trained 
archaeological survey crews of all areas potentially affected 
by any ground disturbing activities plus an additional buffer 
area.  


• If properties are identified, they are then evaluated against 
the significance criteria provided above for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places.  If the properties are 
determined eligible for listing, and avoidance of impacts is 
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not possible (for example, by moving the location of a 
facility), mitigation most often takes the form of data 
recovery or archaeological excavation.   


• Where impacts to standing structures are unavoidable, 
professional documentation and photographic Historic 
American Building Survey/Historic American Engineering 
Record (HABS/HAER) documentation may be conducted to 
preserve a permanent archival record of the property. 


 
Visual Resources & 
Aesthetics 


 


Structures could 
interrupt natural vistas 
and scenic views 


 


• Use a non-reflective paint for towers and blades to reduce 
glare.   


• Paint towers in a neutral color that blends easily with the 
neutral colors of the existing landscape.   


• Provide a facility free of debris and unused or inoperative 
equipment by storing equipment and supplies within 
enclosed buildings or removing damaged or unusable 
equipment from the site.  


• Locate the turbines in strings to improve aesthetics by 
providing a more uniform looking development. 


Public Health & Safety  
Construction activities 
and operation of 
sensitive, high-powered 
equipment could pose 
risk to public 


Unsubstantiated, but 
potential risk from low 
level electromagnetic 
force (EMF) radiation 
associated with high-
power lines and high 
voltage electrical 
equipment.   


• Complete Health and Safety Plan for Construction that 
includes instructions to: 


∼ Hold construction crew safety meetings at the start of 
each workday to discuss potential safety issues and 
concerns 


∼ Inform employees what to do in case of an emergency 


∼ Identify locations of nearby medical facilities and 
important telephone numbers.   


∼ Maintain fencing and access gates around dangerous 
equipment or portions of the site 


∼ Secure the site at the end of each workday to protect 
equipment and the general public 


∼ Post warning signs near high-voltage equipment 


∼ Offer training to employees to include topics such as first 
aid, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and safety 
equipment inspection 


∼ Carry fire suppression equipment such as shovels and 
fire extinguishers on vehicles 


∼ Coordinate construction activities with access needs of 
nearby landowners.   
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∼ Use warning signs and gates to discourage unauthorized 
visitors during construction hours  


• Prepare detailed Operation and Maintenance Safety Manual 
that calls for frequent safety meetings to reduce health and 
safety risks for personnel 


• Avoid contact with electrical equipment through facility 
compliance with building codes. 


• To prevent unauthorized access to the turbines, lock turbine 
tower doors and have no outside ladders on the towers.   


• Fence and lock substations; use access controls and 
security patrols. 


• The Electric Power Research Institute has produced 
guidelines for safe distances from power equipment (EPRI 
1995).  The guidance could be used to design distribution 
systems and set safe distances from power lines and other 
EMF sources. 


Land Use & Recreation  
Most likely to site on 
existing agricultural 
lands, which may 
reduce crop production 


• Site turbines and associated facilities to maximize the 
availability of existing roadways and reduce land use impact.  


• Include buffers from residential uses. 


Socioeconomics  
Potential economic 
impact to landowners 


• Provide lease payments to property owners for use of 
agricultural land for wind power development.   


Transportation  
Traffic and roadway 
impacts would occur 
during the construction 
phase of wind energy 
facilities 


Construction related 
impacts on county road 
systems could be high, 
as they may not be built 
to withstand the 
projected loads. 


• Coordinate with Klickitat County Public Works Department 
to determine road capacity limits, obtain necessary 
overweight permits, and steps to accommodate overweight 
loads.   


• Prepare a detailed traffic study to fully determine the traffic 
impacts.   


• Prepare a construction traffic control plan and construction 
management plan that address timing of heavy equipment 
and material deliveries, signage, lighting, traffic control 
device placement, dust and noise control, and the 
establishment of work hours outside peak traffic periods. 


• Other methods for mitigating potential traffic impacts may 
include: 


∼ Stationing flag persons at access roads 


∼ Placing advance warning flashes 


∼ Providing signage along the roadways. 
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Public Services & Utilities 
Potential impacts from 
construction of 
transmission facilities to 
link the wind power 
project to the existing 
transmission system. 


• Site new generation facilities close to existing transmission 
with available capacity, thus reducing the amount of new 
transmission required.   


• Site generation facilities near load.  When generation is near 
load, less new transmission is required.  In general, 
however, most of the major load growth that is stimulating 
the demand for new generation is occurring outside of 
Klickitat County.  


• Expand the capacity of existing transmission by increasing 
conductor size, adding an additional circuit on existing 
poles, or replacing lower-voltage transmission lines with 
higher voltage transmission lines.   
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Gas-Fired Generation 


Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
Air Quality  


Potential for reduced air 
quality during 
construction from dust 
generation caused by 
operation of construction 
equipment 


Operational impacts 
include potential for 
minor localized impacts 
to air quality 


• Apply standard construction dust control practices and 
methods such as haul road watering, covering stockpiles, 
and rapid revegetation of disrupted areas.   


• Construction timing could also be considered to mitigate 
dust emissions, taking advantage of seasonal/weather 
conditions and avoiding dry, low-precipitation periods where 
dust occurrence is high. 


• All new emissions source must demonstrate compliance 
with all applicable federal and state air quality requirements, 
including emissions standards and ambient air quality 
standards (AAQS).  The permitting process allows for 
evaluation of additional air quality issues such as cumulative 
impacts, visibility degradation in the Columbia River Gorge 
National Scenic Area (CRGNSA), and acid deposition in 
Class I protected areas. 


• Best available control technology (BACT) would apply to 
address NOx, SO2, CO and particulate matter emissions in 
new plants constructed under Ecology permitting.   


Noise  
Potential for 
construction-related 
noise, as well as noise 
from during operation of 
facilities. 


• Construction should not be performed within 1,000 feet (305 
meters) of an occupied dwelling on Sundays, legal holidays, 
or between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. on other days. 


• Construction equipment should have noise control devices; 
equipment should be operated with muffled exhaust 
systems. 


• Pile driving or blasting operations, if required, should not be 
performed within 3,000 feet (914 meters) of an occupied 
dwelling on Sundays, legal holidays, or between 8 p.m. and 
8 a.m. on other days. 


• If necessary, additional noise reduction measures during 
construction include turning off idling equipment, use of the 
quietest effective back up alarms. 


• Locate major noise sources inside acoustically treated 
buildings.   


• Install acoustically absorptive silencers on the combustion 
turbine air inlet system, enclosure ventilation system, and 
emergency relief valves. 


• Line or baffle the base of the exhaust stack. 


• Install acoustically absorptive insulation in the duct walls of 
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Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
the combustion turbine inlet air and exhaust systems.   


• Install a noise barrier along the top edge of the cooling tower 
to absorb noise from the fans and cascading water. 


Vegetation & Wildlife  


Potential for temporary 
disturbance and 
displacement of wildlife 
and wildlife habitat 
during construction, 
permanent loss of viable 
plant and animal habitat 
within the footprint of the 
development.   
Construction activities 
can have short term 
impacts on fish habitat 
because of runoff and 
sedimentation.   


Construction of water 
conveyance pipelines 
may require crossings of 
wetlands or streams, 
which could impact fish 
habitat. 


Potential Indirect 
impacts to fish from use 
of water for thermal 
power generation and 
disposal of heated water 
discharges to rivers and 
streams 


• During construction, conduct proper site management of 
stormwater and resultant sedimentation into nearby water 
bodies.  Develop a stormwater pollution prevention plan 
(SWPPP) and implement best management practices 
(BMPs) required by the National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) stormwater permit program to 
reduce the potential for contamination of stormwater runoff 
and sedimentation.   


• Conduct site specific studies for terrestrial animals and 
plants of concern to provide information on a project’s 
potential impact on sensitive species.  If the study indicates 
the presence of species of concern, a site specific mitigation 
plan may be needed to evaluate impacts and potential 
offsets.  The mitigation plan might include: 


∼ Construction timing to avoid disturbing animals during 
migration or reproductive periods 


∼ Either onsite or offsite habitat restoration or 
enhancement 


∼ Deterrence methods to prevent animals from harm at the 
energy facility. 


∼ Alteration of the facility configuration to preserve habitats 
(e.g., fencing off areas where plants are present). 


• Implement BMPs during facility construction and throughout 
operation to further reduce the potential for impacts to 
fisheries resources: 


∼ Minimize asphalt access road construction to allow 
stormwater to infiltrate soils. 


∼ Regularly inspect equipment and vehicles for leaks of 
petrochemical products. 


∼ Contain and properly dispose of water used to wash 
down equipment and vehicles. 


∼ Revegetate areas disturbed by earth moving activities as 
early as possible to reduce the potential for erosion 


• To minimize potential contamination to rivers and streams, 
prepare a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
and Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures Plan 
(SPCC) 


• Avoid construction of facilities across streams or wetlands; 
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Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
use tunneling methods if crossing is necessary to avoid 
habitat impacts. 


• Mitigation for the intake of water might include the following 
measures. 


∼ Acquire uninterruptible water rights within the water body 
to mitigate “bucket for bucket” the intake of water during 
low flow periods.  Depending upon the water body that is 
the water source, this kind of mitigation might be 
required by law.  


∼ Participate in water conservation projects with local 
irrigation or water districts.  The conservation projects 
could include public awareness presentations, media 
outreach, or implementing financial incentives for 
conservation. 


∼ Participate in stream enhancement or restoration 
projects. By identifying a specific goal such as reducing 
sedimentation, a stream restoration project could be 
conducted to prevent stream bank erosion. 


Geology and Floods  
Potential for temporary 
erosion impacts during 
construction 


Underground pipelines 
can be damaged during 
a seismic event due to 
external stresses on the 
pipes 


• The following mitigation measures would help minimize 
erosion impacts: 


∼ Minimize vegetation removal 


∼ Avoid construction on steep slopes 


∼ Properly engineer cut-and-fill slopes 


∼ Install appropriate roadway drainage to control and 
disperse runoff 


∼ Use aggregate surfaces on access roads in areas of 
sustained wind 


∼ Apply erosion control measures such as silt fence, straw 
bales, soil stabilizers, and reseeding areas as required. 


• Follow DOT pipeline safety standards (40 CFR Part 192), 
which addresses pipeline design and include such design 
applications as: 


∼ Routing modification 


∼ Engineered backfill materials 


∼ Use of high strength steels 


∼ Slope stabilization 


∼ Design of pipeline to accommodate movement 


 
Water 
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Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
Potential reductions in 
instream flows and 
additional drawdown in 
existing water supply 
wells; reducing instream 
flows could also create 
or exacerbate water 
quality impacts.   


 


• Application for water right changes addresses potential 
impacts; the applicant must demonstrate to the satisfaction 
of the Water Conservancy Board and Ecology that the 
proposed change/transfer would not impair existing water 
rights or pending applications, instream flows, or water 
quality, and is in the public interest (with regard to change to 
a groundwater right).   


Cultural Resources  
Potential to impact lithic 
scatters and TCPs from 
ground-disturbing 
activities during 
construction. 


• Determine if cultural resources are present in the proposed 
project area, beginning with a review of records of 
previously recorded historic properties.   


• Examine area for evidence of historic or archaeological 
properties through pedestrian surveys conducted by trained 
archaeological survey crews of all areas potentially affected 
by any ground disturbing activities plus an additional buffer 
area.  


• If properties are identified, they are then evaluated against 
the significance criteria provided above for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places.  If the properties are 
determined eligible for listing, and avoidance of impacts is 
not possible (for example, by moving the location of a 
facility), mitigation most often takes the form of data 
recovery or archaeological excavation.   


• Where impacts to standing structures are unavoidable, 
professional documentation and photographic Historic 
American Building Survey/Historic American Engineering 
Record (HABS/HAER) documentation may be conducted to 
preserve a permanent archival record of the property. 


Visual Resources & 
Aesthetics 


 


Structures could 
interrupt natural vistas 
and scenic views 


Potential light pollution 
from necessary facility 
lighting, and glare 
(reflected sunlight) 


 


• Construct new equipment and fencing with materials that 
restrict glare, such as painted metal and/or masonry for 
structural exteriors. .   


• Use colors that reduce glare and to help blend with the 
existing development in the project vicinity.   


• Glaze windows to prevent glare.   


• Provide a facility free of debris and unused or inoperative 
equipment to reduce visual impact.   


• Plant a tree/vegetation screen to reduce views of the plant 
and reduce visual impacts from passing motorists and 
nearby residents 
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Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
• To reduce offsite impacts from lighting, direct light fixtures 


toward the middle of the property and away from outer 
project site boundaries.   


• Where practical, design outdoor lighting to address light 
scattering especially in the vicinity of Goldendale 
Observatory.   


Public Health & Safety  
Construction activities 
and operation of 
sensitive, high-powered 
equipment could pose 
risk to public 


Use of hazardous 
materials at site during 
operation could pose 
risk 


Potential for leaks in gas 
transmission pipeline  


• Complete Health and Safety Plan for Construction that 
includes instructions to: 


∼ Hold construction crew safety meetings at the start of 
each workday to discuss potential safety issues and 
concerns 


∼ Inform employees what to do in case of an emergency 


∼ Identify locations of nearby medical facilities and 
important telephone numbers.   


∼ Maintain fencing and access gates around dangerous 
equipment or portions of the site 


∼ Secure the site at the end of each workday to protect 
equipment and the general public 


∼ Post warning signs near high-voltage equipment 


∼ Offer training to employees to include topics such as first 
aid, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and safety 
equipment inspection 


∼ Carry fire suppression equipment such as shovels and 
fire extinguishers on vehicles 


∼ Coordinate construction activities with access needs of 
nearby landowners.   


∼ Use warning signs and gates to discourage unauthorized 
visitors during construction hours  


• Prepare detailed Operation and Maintenance Safety Manual 
that calls for frequent safety meetings to reduce health and 
safety risks for personnel 


• Store small quantities of flammable materials in special 
safety cabinets in their original containers.  


• Store large volumes of material such as aqueous ammonia, 
mineral oil, and lubricating oil, in tanks or other equipment 
designed to contain those materials. 


• Construct, operate and maintain pipelines in accordance 
with US Department of Transportation safety standards, as 
set for in 49 CFR Part 192 as well as WUTC requirements.  
Examples of protection measures could include from these 
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Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
regulations include:   


∼ Clearly mark pipeline routes to warn the public of buried 
gas line  


∼ Bury pipelines to a depth of three to four feet to avoid 
potential disturbance by farm equipment. 


∼ Cathodically protect pipelines to ensure the integrity of 
the line 


Land Use & Recreation  
Potential conversion of 
existing agricultural or 
forested land to 
industrial use 


Potential impacts to 
adjacent residential 
areas 


• Use existing high-pressure gas pipelines and high-voltage 
transmission lines 


 


• Buffers from residential uses can be used to address 
compatibility concerns. 


 


Socioeconomics  
No significant impacts 
are identified in EIS 


 


Transportation  
Traffic and roadway 
impacts would occur 
during construction  


• Prepare a construction traffic control plan and construction 
management plan that address timing of heavy equipment 
and material deliveries, signage, lighting, traffic control 
device placement, dust and noise control, and the 
establishment of work hours outside peak traffic periods. 


• Other methods for mitigating potential traffic impacts may 
include: 


∼ Stationing flag persons at access roads 


∼ Placing advance warning flashes 


∼ Providing signage along the roadways. 


Public Services & Utilities  
May require additions to 
PUD and/or BPA 
transmission facilities 


Requires a connection 
with the gas pipeline 
that provides its fuel.   


Discharges to 
wastewater system have 
elevated levels of 
minerals and higher 
water temperatures than 


• Site new generation facilities close to existing transmission 
with available capacity, thus reducing the amount of new 
transmission required.   


• Site generation facilities near load.  When generation is near 
load, less new transmission is required.  In general, 
however, most of the major load growth that is stimulating 
the demand for new generation is occurring outside of 
Klickitat County.  


• Expand the capacity of existing transmission by increasing 
conductor size, adding an additional circuit on existing 
poles, or replacing lower-voltage transmission lines with 
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Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
receiving waters higher voltage transmission lines.   


• Site new gas generation near existing gas transmission 
pipelines to reduce the length of the lateral pipeline needed 
to link the generation to the transmission pipeline (but would 
not affect the need for additional gas transmission capacity). 


• Consider higher efficiency and/or smaller gas generation 
projects, which could require fewer or smaller additions to 
gas transmission infrastructure. 


• Obtain necessary permits for wastewater discharge 
(NPDES) and adhere to permit requirements, which may call 
for pre-treatment of wastewater prior to disposal, or 
construction of improvements to public wastewater 
treatment facilities. 
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Bio Mass 


Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
Air Quality  


Potential for reduced air 
quality during 
construction from dust 
generation caused by 
operation of construction 
equipment 


Operational impacts 
include potential for 
minor localized impacts 
to air quality 


• Apply standard construction dust control practices and 
methods such as haul road watering, covering stockpiles, 
and rapid revegetation of disrupted areas.   


• Construction timing could also be considered to mitigate 
dust emissions, taking advantage of seasonal/weather 
conditions and avoiding dry, low-precipitation periods where 
dust occurrence is high. 


• Apply emission control devices for state-of-the-art hog fuel 
boilers such as cyclones, wet scrubbers, electrostatic 
precipitators (ESPs), fabric filters, or a combination of 
devices.    


Noise  
Potential for 
construction-related 
noise, as well as noise 
from during operation of 
facilities. 


• Construction should not be performed within 1,000 feet (305 
meters) of an occupied dwelling on Sundays, legal holidays, 
or between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. on other days. 


• Construction equipment should have noise control devices; 
equipment should be operated with muffled exhaust 
systems. 


• Pile driving or blasting operations, if required, should not be 
performed within 3,000 feet (914 meters) of an occupied 
dwelling on Sundays, legal holidays, or between 8 p.m. and 
8 a.m. on other days. 


• If necessary, additional noise reduction measures during 
construction include turning off idling equipment, use of the 
quietest effective back up alarms. 


• Locate major noise sources inside acoustically treated 
buildings.   


Vegetation & Wildlife  


Potential for temporary 
disturbance and 
displacement of wildlife 
and wildlife habitat 
during construction, 
permanent loss of viable 
plant and animal habitat 
within the footprint of the 
development.   
Potential for spreading 
non native plants due to 
higher volumes of truck 


• During construction, conduct proper site management of 
stormwater and resultant sedimentation into nearby water 
bodies.  Develop a stormwater pollution prevention plan 
(SWPPP) and implement best management practices 
(BMPs) required by the National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) stormwater permit program to 
reduce the potential for contamination of stormwater runoff 
and sedimentation.   


• Conduct site specific studies for terrestrial animals and 
plants of concern to provide information on a project’s 
potential impact on sensitive species.  If the study indicates 
the presence of species of concern, a site specific mitigation 
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Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
traffic, non native 
species could escape 
from the fuel holding 
areas. 


Construction activities 
can have short term 
impacts on fish habitat 
because of runoff and 
sedimentation.   


Storage of organic 
materials could 
contribute contaminants 
to nearby waterbodies, 
affecting fish habitat 


plan may be needed to evaluate impacts and potential 
offsets.  The mitigation plan might include: 


∼ Construction timing to avoid disturbing animals during 
migration or reproductive periods 


∼ Either onsite or offsite habitat restoration or 
enhancement 


∼ Deterrence methods to prevent animals from harm at the 
energy facility. 


∼ Alteration of the facility configuration to preserve habitats 
(e.g., fencing off areas where plants are present). 


• Implement BMPs during facility construction and throughout 
operation to further reduce the potential for impacts to 
fisheries resources: 


∼ Minimize asphalt access road construction to allow 
stormwater to infiltrate soils. 


∼ Regularly inspect equipment and vehicles for leaks of 
petrochemical products. 


∼ Contain and properly dispose of water used to wash 
down equipment and vehicles. 


∼ Revegetate areas disturbed by earth moving activities as 
early as possible to reduce the potential for erosion 


• To minimize potential contamination to rivers and streams, 
prepare a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
and Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures Plan 
(SPCC) 


• Avoid construction of facilities across streams or wetlands; 
use tunneling methods if crossing is necessary to avoid 
habitat impacts. 


• Ensure that fuel storage areas are adequately designed to 
contain fugitive plant material, including seeds 


• Implement best management practices for storage and 
handling of organic materials, such as: 


∼ Construct covered storage facility for organic materials 


∼ Treat stormwater prior to discharge 


∼ Line the containment area  
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Geology and Floods  


Potential for temporary 
erosion impacts during 
construction 


 


• The following mitigation measures would help minimize 
erosion impacts: 


∼ Minimize vegetation removal 


∼ Avoid construction on steep slopes 


∼ Properly engineer cut-and-fill slopes 


∼ Install appropriate roadway drainage to control and 
disperse runoff 


∼ Use aggregate surfaces on access roads in areas of 
sustained wind 


∼ Apply erosion control measures such as silt fence, straw 
bales, soil stabilizers, and reseeding areas as required. 


Water  
Potential reductions in 
instream flows and 
additional drawdown in 
existing water supply 
wells; reducing instream 
flows could also create 
or exacerbate water 
quality impacts.   


 


• Application for water right changes addresses potential 
impacts; the applicant must demonstrate to the satisfaction 
of the Water Conservancy Board and Ecology that the 
proposed change/transfer would not impair existing water 
rights or pending applications, instream flows, or water 
quality, and is in the public interest (with regard to change to 
a groundwater right).   


Cultural Resources  
Potential to impact lithic 
scatters and TCPs from 
ground-disturbing 
activities during 
construction. 


• Determine if cultural resources are present in the proposed 
project area, beginning with a review of records of 
previously recorded historic properties.   


• Examine area for evidence of historic or archaeological 
properties through pedestrian surveys conducted by trained 
archaeological survey crews of all areas potentially affected 
by any ground disturbing activities plus an additional buffer 
area.  


• If properties are identified, they are then evaluated against 
the significance criteria provided above for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places.  If the properties are 
determined eligible for listing, and avoidance of impacts is 
not possible (for example, by moving the location of a 
facility), mitigation most often takes the form of data 
recovery or archaeological excavation.   


• Where impacts to standing structures are unavoidable, 
professional documentation and photographic Historic 
American Building Survey/Historic American Engineering 
Record (HABS/HAER) documentation may be conducted to 
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preserve a permanent archival record of the property. 


Visual Resources & 
Aesthetics 


 


Structures could 
interrupt natural vistas 
and scenic views 


Potential light pollution 
from necessary facility 
lighting, and glare 
(reflected sunlight) 


 


• Construct new equipment and fencing with materials that 
restrict glare, such as painted metal and/or masonry for 
structural exteriors. .   


• Use colors that reduce glare and to help blend with the 
existing development in the project vicinity.   


• Glaze windows to prevent glare.   


• Provide a facility free of debris and unused or inoperative 
equipment to reduce visual impact.   


• Plant a tree/vegetation screen to reduce views of the plant 
and reduce visual impacts from passing motorists and 
nearby residents 


• To reduce offsite impacts from lighting, direct light fixtures 
toward the middle of the property and away from outer 
project site boundaries.   


• Where practical, design outdoor lighting to address light 
scattering especially in the vicinity of Goldendale 
Observatory.   


Public Health & Safety  
Construction activities 
and operation of 
sensitive, high-powered 
equipment could pose 
risk to public 


Use of hazardous 
materials at site during 
operation could pose 
risk 


 


• Complete Health and Safety Plan for Construction that 
includes instructions to: 


∼ Hold construction crew safety meetings at the start of 
each workday to discuss potential safety issues and 
concerns 


∼ Inform employees what to do in case of an emergency 


∼ Identify locations of nearby medical facilities and 
important telephone numbers.   


∼ Maintain fencing and access gates around dangerous 
equipment or portions of the site 


∼ Secure the site at the end of each workday to protect 
equipment and the general public 


∼ Post warning signs near high-voltage equipment 


∼ Offer training to employees to include topics such as first 
aid, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and safety 
equipment inspection 


∼ Carry fire suppression equipment such as shovels and 
fire extinguishers on vehicles 


∼ Coordinate construction activities with access needs of 
nearby landowners.   
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∼ Use warning signs and gates to discourage unauthorized 
visitors during construction hours  


• Prepare detailed Operation and Maintenance Safety Manual 
that calls for frequent safety meetings to reduce health and 
safety risks for personnel 


• Store small quantities of flammable materials in special 
safety cabinets in their original containers.  


• Store large volumes of material such as aqueous ammonia, 
mineral oil, and lubricating oil, in tanks or other equipment 
designed to contain those materials. 


Land Use & Recreation  
Potential conversion of 
existing agricultural or 
forested land to 
industrial use 


Potential impacts to 
adjacent residential 
areas 


• Use existing industrial property to site new facilities 


 


 


• Use buffers from residential uses can be used to address 
compatibility concerns. 


 


Socioeconomics  
No significant impacts 
are identified in EIS 


 


Transportation  
Traffic and roadway 
impacts would occur 
during construction 


Potential impacts to 
roadways during 
operation 


• Prepare a construction traffic control plan and construction 
management plan that address timing of heavy equipment 
and material deliveries, signage, lighting, traffic control 
device placement, dust and noise control, and the 
establishment of work hours outside peak traffic periods. 


• Other methods for mitigating potential traffic impacts may 
include: 


∼ Stationing flag persons at access roads 


∼ Placing advance warning flashes 


∼ Providing signage along the roadways. 


• Prepare a more detailed traffic study to fully determine the 
traffic impacts during operation; address mitigation needs as 
necessary 


Public Services & Utilities  
May require additions to 
PUD and/or BPA 
transmission facilities 


Requires a connection 
with the gas pipeline 


• Site new generation facilities close to existing transmission 
with available capacity, thus reducing the amount of new 
transmission required.   


• Site generation facilities near load.  When generation is near 
load, less new transmission is required.  In general, 
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that provides its fuel.   


Discharges to 
wastewater system have 
elevated levels of 
minerals and higher 
water temperatures than 
receiving waters 


however, most of the major load growth that is stimulating 
the demand for new generation is occurring outside of 
Klickitat County.  


• Expand the capacity of existing transmission by increasing 
conductor size, adding an additional circuit on existing 
poles, or replacing lower-voltage transmission lines with 
higher voltage transmission lines.   


• Site new gas generation near existing gas transmission 
pipelines to reduce the length of the lateral pipeline needed 
to link the generation to the transmission pipeline (but would 
not affect the need for additional gas transmission capacity). 


• Consider higher efficiency and/or smaller gas generation 
projects, which could require fewer or smaller additions to 
gas transmission infrastructure. 


• Obtain necessary permits for wastewater discharge 
(NPDES) and adhere to permit requirements, which may call 
for pre-treatment of wastewater prior to disposal, or 
construction of improvements to public wastewater 
treatment facilities. 
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Solar 


Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
Air Quality  


Potential for reduced air 
quality during 
construction from dust 
generation caused by 
operation of construction 
equipment 


 


• Apply standard construction dust control practices and 
methods such as haul road watering, covering stockpiles, 
and rapid revegetation of disrupted areas.   


• Construction timing could also be considered to mitigate 
dust emissions, taking advantage of seasonal/weather 
conditions and avoiding dry, low-precipitation periods where 
dust occurrence is high. 


Noise  
Potential for 
construction-related 
noise 


• Construction should not be performed within 1,000 feet (305 
meters) of an occupied dwelling on Sundays, legal holidays, 
or between 10 p.m. and 6 a.m. on other days. 


• Construction equipment should have noise control devices; 
equipment should be operated with muffled exhaust 
systems. 


• Pile driving or blasting operations, if required, should not be 
performed within 3,000 feet (914 meters) of an occupied 
dwelling on Sundays, legal holidays, or between 8 p.m. and 
8 a.m. on other days. 


• If necessary, additional noise reduction measures during 
construction include turning off idling equipment, use of the 
quietest effective back up alarms. 


Vegetation & Wildlife  


Potential for temporary 
disturbance and 
displacement of wildlife 
and wildlife habitat 
during construction, 
permanent loss of viable 
plant and animal habitat 
within the footprint of the 
development.   
May reduce the ability 
for raptors to hunt 
aerially by providing 
cover and refuge for 
prey 


Construction activities 
can have short term 
impacts on fish habitat 
because of runoff and 


• During construction, conduct proper site management of 
stormwater and resultant sedimentation into nearby water 
bodies.  Develop a stormwater pollution prevention plan 
(SWPPP) and implement best management practices 
(BMPs) required by the National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) stormwater permit program to 
reduce the potential for contamination of stormwater runoff 
and sedimentation.   


• Conduct site specific studies for terrestrial animals and 
plants of concern to provide information on a project’s 
potential impact on sensitive species.  If the study indicates 
the presence of species of concern, a site specific mitigation 
plan may be needed to evaluate impacts and potential 
offsets.  The mitigation plan might include: 


∼ Construction timing to avoid disturbing animals during 
migration or reproductive periods 


∼ Either onsite or offsite habitat restoration or 
enhancement 
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Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
sedimentation.   


 
∼ Deterrence methods to prevent animals from harm at the 


energy facility. 


∼ Alteration of the facility configuration to preserve habitats 
(e.g., fencing off areas where plants are present). 


• Implement BMPs during facility construction and throughout 
operation to further reduce the potential for impacts to 
fisheries resources: 


∼ Minimize asphalt access road construction to allow 
stormwater to infiltrate soils. 


∼ Regularly inspect equipment and vehicles for leaks of 
petrochemical products. 


∼ Contain and properly dispose of water used to wash 
down equipment and vehicles. 


∼ Revegetate areas disturbed by earth moving activities as 
early as possible to reduce the potential for erosion 


• To minimize potential contamination to rivers and streams, 
prepare a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
and Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures Plan 
(SPCC) 


• Develop a Solar Farm Management Plan to address bird 
and bat mortality and behavior monitoring  


Geology and Floods  
Potential for temporary 
erosion impacts during 
construction 


 


• The following mitigation measures would help minimize 
erosion impacts: 


∼ Minimize vegetation removal 


∼ Avoid construction on steep slopes 


∼ Properly engineer cut-and-fill slopes 


∼ Install appropriate roadway drainage to control and 
disperse runoff 


∼ Use aggregate surfaces on access roads in areas of 
sustained wind 


∼ Apply erosion control measures such as silt fence, straw 
bales, soil stabilizers, and reseeding areas as required. 


Water  
No significant impacts 
are identified in EIS 
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Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
Cultural Resources 


Potential to impact lithic 
scatters and TCPs from 
ground-disturbing 
activities during 
construction. 


• Determine if cultural resources are present in the proposed 
project area, beginning with a review of records of 
previously recorded historic properties.   


• Examine area for evidence of historic or archaeological 
properties through pedestrian surveys conducted by trained 
archaeological survey crews of all areas potentially affected 
by any ground disturbing activities plus an additional buffer 
area.  


• If properties are identified, they are then evaluated against 
the significance criteria provided above for listing on the 
National Register of Historic Places.  If the properties are 
determined eligible for listing, and avoidance of impacts is 
not possible (for example, by moving the location of a 
facility), mitigation most often takes the form of data 
recovery or archaeological excavation.   


• Where impacts to standing structures are unavoidable, 
professional documentation and photographic Historic 
American Building Survey/Historic American Engineering 
Record (HABS/HAER) documentation may be conducted to 
preserve a permanent archival record of the property. 


Visual Resources & 
Aesthetics 


 


Structures could 
interrupt natural vistas 
and scenic views 


Potential light pollution 
from necessary facility 
lighting, and glare 
(reflected sunlight) 


 


• Construct new equipment and fencing with materials that 
restrict glare, such as painted metal and/or masonry for 
structural exteriors. .   


• Use colors that reduce glare and to help blend with the 
existing development in the project vicinity.   


• Glaze windows to prevent glare.   


• Provide a facility free of debris and unused or inoperative 
equipment to reduce visual impact.   


• Plant a tree/vegetation screen to reduce views of the plant 
and reduce visual impacts from passing motorists and 
nearby residents 


• To reduce offsite impacts from lighting, direct light fixtures 
toward the middle of the property and away from outer 
project site boundaries.   


• Where practical, design outdoor lighting to address light 
scattering especially in the vicinity of Goldendale 
Observatory.   


• Use PV tiles that are best suited to blend with the existing 
environment.   
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Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
Public Health & Safety  


Construction activities 
and operation of 
sensitive, high-powered 
equipment could pose 
risk to public 


Potential risk for electric 
shock  


Potential for injury 
related to maintenance 
of elevated structures 
such as transmission 
towers  


Potential for fire 
resulting from 
maintenance activities 


Unsubstantiated, but 
potential risk from low 
level electromagnetic 
force (EMF) radiation 
associated with high-
power lines and high 
voltage electrical 
equipment.   


• Complete Health and Safety Plan for Construction that 
includes instructions to: 


∼ Hold construction crew safety meetings at the start of 
each workday to discuss potential safety issues and 
concerns 


∼ Inform employees what to do in case of an emergency 


∼ Identify locations of nearby medical facilities and 
important telephone numbers.   


∼ Maintain fencing and access gates around dangerous 
equipment or portions of the site 


∼ Secure the site at the end of each workday to protect 
equipment and the general public 


∼ Post warning signs near high-voltage equipment 


∼ Offer training to employees to include topics such as first 
aid, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and safety 
equipment inspection 


∼ Carry fire suppression equipment such as shovels and 
fire extinguishers on vehicles 


∼ Coordinate construction activities with access needs of 
nearby landowners.   


∼ Use warning signs and gates to discourage unauthorized 
visitors during construction hours  


• Prepare detailed Operation and Maintenance Safety Manual 
that calls for frequent safety meetings to reduce health and 
safety risks for personnel 


• The Electric Power Research Institute has produced 
guidelines for safe distances from power equipment (EPRI 
1995).  The guidance could be used to design distribution 
systems and set safe distances from power lines and other 
EMF sources. 


Land Use & Recreation  
Photovoltaic panels 
require space to be 
arrayed. 


• Use of existing buildings for photovoltaic panels would 
reduce impacts to land use and recreation. 


Socioeconomics  
No significant impacts 
are identified in EIS 


 


Transportation  
Traffic and roadway • Prepare a construction traffic control plan and construction 
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Impact Area Potential Mitigation Actions 
impacts would occur 
during construction  


management plan that address timing of heavy equipment 
and material deliveries, signage, lighting, traffic control 
device placement, dust and noise control, and the 
establishment of work hours outside peak traffic periods. 


• Other methods for mitigating potential traffic impacts may 
include: 


∼ Stationing flag persons at access roads 


∼ Placing advance warning flashes 


∼ Providing signage along the roadways. 


Public Services & Utilities  
May require additions to 
PUD and/or BPA 
transmission facilities 


 


• Site new generation facilities close to existing transmission 
with available capacity, thus reducing the amount of new 
transmission required.   


• Site generation facilities near load.  When generation is near 
load, less new transmission is required.  In general, 
however, most of the major load growth that is stimulating 
the demand for new generation is occurring outside of 
Klickitat County.  


• Expand the capacity of existing transmission by increasing 
conductor size, adding an additional circuit on existing 
poles, or replacing lower-voltage transmission lines with 
higher voltage transmission lines.   
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https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/nov/09/giant-solar-power-plant-uk-biggest-north-kent-coast-subsidy-free-power-station-faversham


Britain’s largest solar farm is currently wending its way through the planning system.


Not only will it be the biggest at 350MW and 890 acres, but crucially it will include battery storage of 700 MWh. And it is the prospect of this that is frightening local residents, as this open letter from the local doctor explains:


Newton Place Surgery on the Health Issues arising from Cleve Hill


Open letter to The Rt Hon Alok Sharma MP, Secretary of State for Business Energy and Industrial Society, 1 Victoria Street, London SW1H OET A signed paper copy has been sent


Proposal to build a 350MW Solar Power Station with 700MWh Battery Energy Storage System at Cleve Hill, Graveney, Kent


Dear Secretary of State


I am the Senior Partner in the largest GP practice in Faversham, Kent . We serve a population of 18,500 patients, and a large part of the population of the village of Graveney is on our list. I am writing on behalf of the practice to urge you to decide against the above proposal on the grounds of the dangers to health, and indeed life, associated with the proposed Battery Energy Storage System (BESS).


When I first joined the practice, 29 years ago, one of my patients was a veteran of the first world war, who was still suffering the effects of chlorine gas: I think this proposal needs to be considered as having the potential to inflict a gas attack even worse than that which he experienced.


You will be aware from the report of the NSIP Examination that the proposed Lithium-ion BESS will be the largest in the world by a factor of five. Moreover, the installation will be within one mile of the village of Graveney and its primary school, and less than two miles from the historic market town of Faversham with its population of 19,000.


Lithium-ion Batteries


It is well established that Li-ion batteries are prone to runaway fires which can lead to explosions. Indeed, such fires at much smaller installations in the USA has led regulators to question the use of such batteries and pause further developments, especially close to habitation. The larger the BESS, the greater is the risk of a runaway fire. In the event of a fire Li-ion batteries emit a cloud of highly toxic Hydrogen Fluoride which can spread at dangerously high levels over distances of 1-2 miles, enveloping the town of Faversham and nearby coastal communities. These effects were modelled in detail in evidence to the Cleve Hill Examination.


Toxicity of Hydrogen Fluoride


Hydrogen fluoride goes easily and quickly through the skin and into the tissues in the body. There it damages the cells and causes them to not work properly. The gas, even at low levels, can irritate the eyes, nose, and respiratory tract. Breathing in hydrogen fluoride at high levels can cause death from an irregular heartbeat or from fluid build-up in the lungs. At lower levels breathing hydrogen fluoride can damage lung tissue and cause swelling and fluid accumulation in the lungs (pulmonary oedema). Eye exposure to hydrogen fluoride may cause prolonged or permanent visual defects, blindness, or total destruction of the eye. People who do survive after being severely injured by breathing in hydrogen fluoride may suffer lingering chronic lung disease.


I am extremely concerned that the potential hazards associated with such a large BESS pose an unacceptable risk of death or long term illness to the population which is served by Newton Place Medical Practice.


I, therefore, urge you to decide against this proposal.


Yours Sincerely, Dr Alastair Gould

Senior Partner

Newton Place Surgery

Faversham




 


I cannot comment on the technical aspects, but I very much doubt any other industrial project would be allowed to get away with this sort of endangerment of public health.
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						johnbillscott permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 5:39 pm					

										I guess that as long as it is outside the London Bubble its ok to put the lives of ordinary people, who merely cyphers, at risk. Battery energy is prone to failure and safer methods should be sought.


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Coeur de Lion permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 5:48 pm					

										We are too far north and too cloudy for solar panels to be viable without subsidy.


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Adam Gallon permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 7:32 pm					

										It’s the battery that garners the subsidy here, the solar panels are just one way of charging it. Watch the pea under the thimble!


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Ian Magness permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 7:44 pm					

										Paul,

Please forgive me if I am being thick but if the output of a power generator is xMW but the battery array can store 2xMWH, does that mean that the power created over a very limited number of hours per day can only be stored then released for 2 further hours? This would surely mean that the whole energy “factory” would only be able to operate materially for a few hours a day on average, often even 6 or less.

If my kindergarten mathematics is correct, what on Earth is the fuss about? It cannot possibly make economic sense to build and run the farm and battery array, even before taking environmental considerations into account. Unless, of course, a source of infinite funds is found….


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Paul Homewood permalink*					

					
						March 20, 2020 9:55 pm					

										That’s spot on Ian.


The battery can only store 2hrs worth of solar output


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Stuart Brown permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 7:54 pm					

										Ian – you have missed that the entire output of the solar farm is going to charge the batteries for 2 hours at max output, therefore nothing to the grid. That might shift the output to a more profitable time of day, but delivers no more hours to the grid!


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Phillip Bratby permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 8:11 pm					

										Ian:  It makes economic sense because there are various, highly lucrative subsidy schemes that these otherwise useless facilities can participate in.  The result is an ever more fragile electricity supply accompanied by ever rising electricity prices to consumers.


										
											

									













		
			

				
					
						NeilC permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 5:48 pm					

										With an average of just 4.3 hours sunshine hours per day over the last 21 years (Gatwick Airport), Faversham won’t be far off that figure. It is madness to think it will add much to electricity generation especially as most of the sunshine is during summer month when there is less need.


There is also the problem of frequency of the grid, this will just make things even worse.


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Adam Gallon permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 7:33 pm					

										See my comment above.


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						tom0mason permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 4:31 pm					

										“There is also the problem of frequency of the grid, this will just make things even worse.” 

No problem at all!

Using ‘Real Green Thinking’*, you just aggressively but finely regulate the customer load to keep pace with the generation and that will stabilize it.  


*’Real Green Thinking’ is a method hallucinating expensive methods of fixing non-problems by exploiting the originality of the irrational.

Note — ‘Real Green Thinking’ is believed to be where Douglas Adams got many of his best pseudoscience jokes, for instance the ‘Infinite Improbability Drive’ that powered spaceship ‘Heart of Gold’.


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Ariane permalink					

					
						March 22, 2020 11:00 am					

										Real Green Thinking is about how those plebs should live in caves while we attend luxurious conferences and complain on laptops about those plebs.


										
											

									













		
			

				
					
						Tonyb permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 6:37 pm					

										Oh for heavens sake you naysayers, it’s green, therefore it’s fine.


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Stuart Brown permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 7:49 pm					

										I’m with you, Tony. Damhead Creek CCGT is only a few miles away through the Isle of Sheppey and the Elmley nature reserve. Instead of a battery, the obvious answer is to build a CO2 pipeline from one to the other through that lot. The solar power can then be used to pump the CO2 under the North Sea somewhere, or better still turned into methane (near the sea for water, electrolysis, Sabatier process) to be pumped back to Damhead Creek! Thus solving any problems with grid stability too.


This is green energy so no engineering, efficiency, economic or indeed common sense need apply.


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Nigel Sherratt permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 10:35 pm					

										Perhaps the pipeline could hook up the Richard Montgomery too for extra bang for your buck. https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/aug/17/fresh-fears-ss-richard-montgomery-wartime-wreck-kent-explosive-munitions


										
											

									













		
			

				
					
						Joe Public permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 7:15 pm					

										“350MW and … crucially it will include battery storage of 700 MWh”


Knowing nothing else about the project, my bet is that the *primary* duty of that battery is not storage, but grid stabilisation / frequency control.


The public perceives ‘storage’ as beneficial; however it’s an admission of issues with instability (caused primarily by highly intermittent wind) to ‘sell’ the project as for grid stabilisation / frequency control.





“National Grid awards £328m contracts to manage stability of electricity grid”


https://www.energylivenews.com/2020/01/30/national-grid-awards-328m-contracts-to-manage-stability-of-electricity-grid/


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Jit permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 11:37 am					

										Interesting that the supply of inertia is supposed to save consumers £100 million over six years. Interesting definition of “save” anyway, since this ought to be benchmarked against the old grid that never had inertia problems.


										
											

									








		
			

				
					
						Phillip Bratby permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 7:26 pm					

										Thanks for posting this Paul.  I would be very interested if there is somebody out there who could comment on the gases given off in Li-ion battery fires.  


Here in Devon the largest solar farm proposal we have so far is 50MWe, covering about 160acres of beautiful farmland.  Similarly any battery storage proposals are on a much smaller scale than 700MWh.  It is very difficult to get these proposals refused as most of the decision makers (planning officers, planning committees and planning inspectors) fall for the “green, clean, sustainable energy” propaganda which they believe will solve the climate emergency.


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Phillip Bratby permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 7:26 pm					

										Thanks for posting this Paul. I would be very interested if there is somebody out there who could comment on the gases given off in Li-ion battery fires.


Here in Devon the largest solar farm proposal we have so far is 50MWe, covering about 160acres of beautiful farmland. Similarly any battery storage proposals are on a much smaller scale than 700MWh. It is very difficult to get these proposals refused as most of the decision makers (planning officers, planning committees and planning inspectors) fall for the “green, clean, sustainable energy” propaganda which they believe will solve the climate emergency.


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Phillip Bratby permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 7:27 pm					

										Sorry about the duplicate entry.  Strange things happen.


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Roy Banks permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 5:24 pm					

										When burning these batteries emit the gas Hydrogen Fluoride in significant amounts as the battery electrolyte decomposes.


If you use water to extinguish the fire, the rate at which the Hydrogen Fluoride is emitted actually increases.


FYI, HF is a much stronger acid than Hydrochloric or Sulphuric acid. It is one of the strongest, most dangerous acids available. You won’t find it in the school chemistry lab.


It is used in the oil refinery business in a process called an HF Alkylation Unit. Most Oil Refineries such as the Stanlow Refinery at Ellesmere Port include an HF Alkyation Unit.


Once you have introduced HF into the HF Alkylation plant then it can only be accessed or maintained by personnel clad in full personnel protection suit & equipment including separate air supply.


No one mentions that when they are telling us we should buy a BEV or Hybrid electric car (or even when we have our smartphones close by.) 


When you do have one and it sets on fire….Run away quickly!!


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						petroalbion permalink					

					
						March 22, 2020 10:59 am					

										HF dissolves silica but leaves carbon untouched; however lab technicians preparing palynological  samples have died after spilling it on their hands

 Howard Dewhirst


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						petroalbion permalink					

					
						March 22, 2020 10:59 am					

										HF dissolves silica but leaves carbon untouched; however lab technicians preparing palynological  samples have died after spilling it on their hands


										
											

									













		
			

				
					
						Alastair Dodwell permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 7:49 pm					

										The only fires are in old Samsung handsets. That’s just poor engineering. Take a look at the Tesla power farm in Australia.  100MW pack. https://www.popularmechanics.com/science/a31350880/elon-musk-battery-farm/


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Paul Homewood permalink*					

					
						March 20, 2020 9:57 pm					

										That’s not what Dr Gould claims.


We are not talking about mobile phones here


I suggest you prove your assertions first


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Nigel Sherratt permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 10:20 pm					

										The residents and firefighters of the aptly named Surprise, Arizona would disagree with you. https://www.bestmag.co.uk/content/probe-launched-arizona-bess-explosion (plenty more online about that particular catastrophe leading the local power company to ban their use)


										
											

									








		
			

				
					
						MrGrimNasty permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 10:35 pm					

										The Andover Ocado warehouse blaze was an inextinguishable battery fire (1000 battery powered robots). 


“Investigators said it was caused by an electrical fault in a battery charging unit…” 


Exacerbated by other issues, but once the batteries started to combust in the general blaze (they go up like phosphor bombs in a chain reaction) there was no stopping it.


https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-hampshire-49738355


And of course battery car fires do happen.


https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plug-in_electric_vehicle_fire_incidents#Tesla_Model_S_and_X


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						David O'Neill permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 10:53 pm					

										I’m sorry but I don’t accept this at all. Drogenbos had just a few MWh of capacity and the emergency services ended up telling people to stay in and shut off their air cons.. Surprise, Arizona was just 2 MWh and blew off the steel doors and shutters, as well as the fire fighters helmets and masks. The BESS system in Australia has not been installed long enough, and like most being installed in the UK and Ireland are only being used for short squirts to try and maintain frequency. To fully charge and discharge continuously will wreck their polymer separators. When this happens a state of thermal runaway is reached. For best efficiency these things are placed in containers close to each other and a substation. I put it to you that if this happens to a 700 MWh array, the following quantity ranges may be present in the ensuing gas cloud:

Hydrogen Fluoride 24.5 to 157.5 metric tonnes.

Phosphoryl Flouride 10.5 to 15.4 metric tonnes.

I have not tried to work it out but I believe the amounts of Carbon monoxide are even greater, and the amounts of cyanide are less. If you look hard enough, you’ll find there were 23 BESS system explosions in South Korea. A collaboration of government and industry carried out an investigation, mostly blaming bad installation engineering. Since the recommendations were adopted, a further five exploded.


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Ben Vorlich permalink					

					
						March 23, 2020 3:59 pm					

										Didn’t Sony Laptops get recalled to have batteries replaced because of fires.


https://www.laptopmag.com/articles/sony-vaio-batteries-recalled


										
											

									








		
			

				
					
						MrGrimNasty permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 8:09 pm					

										The panels themselves are pretty nasty:


“The toxic chemicals in solar panels include cadmium telluride, copper indium selenide, cadmium gallium (di)selenide, copper indium gallium (di)selenide, hexafluoroethane, lead, and polyvinyl fluoride.”


Fine whilst they are intact, but if damaged by weather or vandalism they can leach into the soil – and who will be responsible for the clearance of all that toxic waste at the end of its life – surely there should be an upfront indemnity as a planning condition, so that there is no issue if the company goes under, or tries to do a runner at the end of life?


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Phillip Bratby permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 8:17 pm					

										We’ve been saying for years that all these renewable energy schemes should only be built if the owner has deposited a bond which will pay up front to cover the costs of removing and disposing of all the equipment at end of life (which is short).  All too often these schemes are sold on to shadow companies based overseas, which will eventually go bust or do a runner.  Like all these “renewable” schemes, the decision makers do not have a clue about what is involved and the scam artists behind them.


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Russ Wood permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 1:33 pm					

										There’s a law in South Africa that all mines (at least those started in the last 20-30 years) have to have a ‘restoration’ fund to clean up at the end of the mine’s life. These funds are supposedly untouchable. However, during the “President Zuma and the Guptas” era, a Gupta subsidiary bought a coal mine, with much fiddles as to just HOW they got it. The rehabilitation fund for the mine was moved offshore – where it disappeared!

I hate to think of what’s going to happen all over the world when the ‘bird choppers’ end of life is reached!


										
											

									








		
			

				
					
						MrGrimNasty permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 8:14 pm					

										“..large amounts of hydrogen fluoride (HF) may be generated, ranging between 20 and 200 mg/Wh of nominal battery energy capacity. In addition, 15–22 mg/Wh of another potentially toxic gas, phosphoryl fluoride (POF3), was measured in some of the fire tests.”


https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-09784-z


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						MrGrimNasty permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 8:23 pm					

										I posted this one a while back, it’s just wanton desecration of the environment.


“In its application for planning permission, a spokesman for Paris-based Voltalia said:

‘The renewable-led energy scheme would not have an adverse effect on the landscape character or residential amenity.'” – Most people would consider that a blatant lie.


https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8078881/French-energy-firm-Voltalia-plans-100-000-solar-panels-Thomas-Hardy-Blackmore-Vale-Dorset.html


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						john cooknell permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 9:04 pm					

										Every planning application I have read for anything says “scheme would not have an adverse effect on the landscape character or residential amenity.” such is the nature of the planning system.


In fact when you read those words, it confirms exactly the opposite.


If you want to know the truth about any planning application, read the objections!


										
											

									








		
			

				
					
						john cooknell permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 8:57 pm					

										The batteries will not work reliably, its a chemical process making the electricity, not mechanical power in – electric power out.


You will have to split / share the load between different chemical process streams, this can be very challenging to control, so many variables to consider.


The batteries will give off heat when discharging, full load is very challenging, chemical process efficiency is much affected by temperature, too cold no good, too hot no good,


Making batteries work on this scale requires witchcraft.


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Nigel Sherratt permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 10:26 pm					

										The whole gruesome tale is set out on this website. The BESS is what makes the project viable for the developers by gaming the spot market set up to handle grid instability to which this huge solar plant contributes mightily. They are permitted to charge the battery from the grid not just from the solar panels. https://savegraveneymarshes.org/ (I live at the top of Faversham Creek in Flood Lane)


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Ray Sanders permalink					

					
						March 20, 2020 11:35 pm					

										Hi Nigel, as I understand it the battery will in reality charge from the grid almost all of the time as the solar output will always attract a fixed supply price so there is no point in storing it.. The battery will operate on daily arbitrage (buying cheap or even negatively priced electricity from the grid to sell at peak time rates)  and indeed make most of its revenue from intervention charges for frequency management services. Dinorwig PSH reportedl makes over 75% of its revenue from FM interventions so clearly there is bigger money from that option.

Speaking ad a “local” like you (from Dark Hill now living South Canterbury) I do wonder what reception a similar sized project to cover the area with poly tunnels to provide food would receive.


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Nigel Sherratt permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 1:01 pm					

										Ray, yes it’s at heart a scam, the panels’ contribution to the root cause of the scam adds insult to injury.


1000 acres of polytunnels would cause quite a lot of pearl-clutching but in this case, the great and the good are mostly now opposed. The Green Party supported it at first (and their candidate called me a lunatic for preferring modular nuclear) but they’ve changed their tune.


Polythene, of course, transparent to IR but that’s another story although a useful fun fact to perplex the greens (how do poly tunnels work then?).


I’m a DFL but every day give thanks for the chain of accidents that brought me to Flood Lane (14+ years ago although I’ve owned my little house longer).


										
											

									













		
			

				
					
						petroalbion permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 12:38 am					

										I’m glad that Musk’s $50 million battery in South Australia got a mention, when it was needed too cover a shut down of a conventional 600 MW coal fired power station, the battery did well, supplying a peak 8.5 MW for around 4 minutes before going flat. I understand the planned 100MW UK battery can ‘power 30,000 homes for 2 hours’ or all UK wind power for one minute; how many batteries will be needed to keep Britain’s 24 million houses in power?

And don’t forget – solar as a chemical reaction, cannot be switched off; if the sun shines it makes electricity and in the event of a fire, it might have to be left to burn.


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Robert Jones permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 10:15 am					

										I once worked for a company that was required to provide an Uninterruptible Power Supply in support of a training contract placed by a Government agency.   The UPS comprised banks of lead-acid batteries, which didn’t last forever and needed to be replaced quite often.  Battery storage and back-up still looks to be a questionable feature.


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Chaswarnertoo permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 10:49 am					

										FFS! You can’t fix stupid.


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						ray sanders permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 11:08 am					

										This issue has been widely reported in the locality and analysed by experts in the field.

 https://www.kentonline.co.uk/faversham/news/the-air-could-fill-with-toxic-gas-as-far-as-six-miles-away-210622/

http://www.ecologia-environmental.com/about/meet-the-team/dr-bruno-erasin/

If this was a proposed site for a Small Modular Nuclear reactor there would not doubt be trillions or words in the media, endless protests by rent-a-mob, and approximately zero chance of it going ahead. Ironically a nuclear power plant would be much, much safer and supply reliable electricity.


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						andrewmharding permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 12:38 pm					

										If I remember my A’ Level Chemistry correctly Hydrogen Fluoride when in contact with water, (which is any part of the human body, becomes Hydrofluoric Acid). This is by far the strongest acid of the chemically related mineral acids the others comprising Hydrochloric, Sulphuric and Nitric. Hydrofluoric acid is so strong it attacks glass! Planning permission must be stopped!


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Ariane permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 12:41 pm					

										In February, there was a serious fire (took 5 hours to put out) at the Liberton Primary School in Edinburgh. Cause was the solar panels. It’ll take 2 years to repair the damage. Most new housing in Edinburgh has solar panels, and there is a lot of house-building going on.


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Nigel Sherratt permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 1:05 pm					

										Yes, Ariane, solar panels are known as ‘smoke emitting diodes’ in the consulting engineering trade


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						andrewmharding permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 3:59 pm					

										I also understand that since they can hide a multitude of roofing sins,lenders are not unlikely to offer mortgages on properties with solar panels obscuring tiles/slates/felt.


										
											

									













		
			

				
					
						dennisambler permalink					

					
						March 21, 2020 2:17 pm					

										https://stopthesethings.com/2020/03/01/giant-batteries-bomb-renewable-energy-storage-systems-literally-setting-the-world-on-fire/


Wind power backup and storage batteries explode into flames and send a toxic cloud over the city of Brussels  Wind Watch  Marc Deroover

12 November 2017

“A wind power storage battery has exploded into flames at a power station located near the city of Brussels. The fire resulted in a cloud of toxic fumes that flew over the city and forced thousands of people to stay at home.


The battery was part of the first real live testing of power batteries being used to store wind power in Belgium. After less than one month, the test miserably failed with the battery being destroyed by fire and residents hiding in their houses to escape the polluted cloud.”


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						sonofametman permalink					

					
						March 22, 2020 8:59 am					

										This paper

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-09784-z

suggests that a 700 MWh battery fire could release 14-140kg of HF. That’s nasty.

I spent 4 years in labs doing geochemical analyses of silicates. We used a mix of Hydrofluoric and Nitric acids to disslove the minerals in custom machined PTFE vessels, as nothing else would survive. All work in fume cupboards, gloves and goggles, and assiduous washing afterwards even if confident of no spilllage.

Aside from it’s effects on eyes nose etc., Hydrfluoric acid can damage bones, and a key problem is the way it damages nerves so you don’t feel pain.

I’d rather live next to a nuclear plant. Better safety systems.


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						David O'Neill permalink					

					
						March 22, 2020 11:43 am					

										Some time ago, I looked at that web site. I believe this is the bit you referred to: “If extrapolated for large battery packs the amounts would be 2–20 kg for a 100 kWh battery system, e.g. an electric vehicle and 20–200 kg for a 1000 kWh battery system, e.g. a small stationary energy” . As far as I know, 1000 KWh is equal to 1 MWh. I think you need to shift your decimal point. If you introduce the term “Metric Tonnes”, it might get a bit too scary for this site.


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						sonofametman permalink					

					
						March 23, 2020 8:45 am					

										Correct, I had a units failure. so that would be 14 – 140 metric tonnes of HF released in the event of a fire. Run away, fast.

Once upon a time when me and my schoolmates were in the naval cadets, we were taught how to put out fires. The conventional fire safety wisdom in the ‘normal’ world was ring the bell and run away. In the Royal Navy it was more ‘put that fire out, there’s a ship to save’.  I used that training as an undergrad, when a colleague managed to start a chemistry lab fire, and I was chuffed to be able to put my naval training to good use and deal with it.

If it was a Li-ion battery fire, I’d just run away and watch from up-wind.

Now imagine a green wet-dream ship powered by Li-ion batteries. A battery fire on board would be an emergency you probably couldn’t deal with.


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						David O'Neill permalink					

					
						March 23, 2020 10:52 am					

										Funny you should mention ships. https://gcaptain.com/fire-and-gas-explosion-in-battery-room-of-norwegian-ferry-prompts-lithium-ion-power-warning/?fbclid=IwAR0CZYe0_C43ao2Uitk6-BEXCPRwprnRIvuRtw5Wt1HOTkBYJ0BQjpMUATg


I wonder how the casualties faired?

Weren’t the passengers lucky?


										
											

									








		
			

				
					
						Stuart Brown permalink					

					
						March 22, 2020 4:03 pm					

										“I’d rather live next to a nuclear plant”


So would I. In fact I grew up only 4 miles from one as my father was involved in the commissioning and running of the Trawsfynydd Magnox ‘atomfa’. He spent most of his career inside Magnox stations, and died of an infection at the age of 88 a couple of years ago.


Traws cost £103m in the 1960s and took 6 years to build. During its life of only 26 years the two reactors produced over 70TWh of electricity. £103m in 1960 is worth £1,987m today, (which is sobering in itself). It had an electrical output of 470MW and an overall capacity factor of nearly 80% taken over its entire life.


Cleve Hill is anticipated to cost £450m for 350MW, but solar PV in the UK has a capacity factor of only 10%. If it lasts for 26 years it will produce just under 8TWh. If all the energy goes in and out of the battery, knock 15% or 20% off that.


So, a quarter of the cost of Traws for 1/10 of the energy. Good deal!


(sonofanuclearengineer)


										
											

									








		
			

				
					
						John permalink					

					
						March 22, 2020 2:37 pm					

										I dont recall there  ever bring an industrial sized battery fire of that type that claimed even 1 life


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						David O'Neill permalink					

					
						March 23, 2020 11:21 am					

										For electric cars (legal case ongoing) plus some near misses. For larger systems, let’s wait and see how some of the casualties fair, such information doesn’t seem to make its way to the public domain.


https://eu.azcentral.com/story/news/local/surprise/2019/08/09/report-surprise-aps-battery-explosion-hosptialized-hazmat-offers-few-answers/1951399001/


https://gcaptain.com/fire-and-gas-explosion-in-battery-room-of-norwegian-ferry-prompts-lithium-ion-power-warning/?fbclid=IwAR0CZYe0_C43ao2Uitk6-BEXCPRwprnRIvuRtw5Wt1HOTkBYJ0BQjpMUATg


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Nigel Sherratt permalink					

					
						March 23, 2020 11:54 am					

										The Cleve Hill battery is 2+ orders of magnitude bigger than the Surprise, AZ fire that put eight fit trained emergency responders in hospital. One firefighter was in critical condition and at least three of the hurt firefighters were airlifted to a burns unit. Cleve Hill will be ‘run hot’ since it is the financial justification for the scheme.  https://www.firehouse.com/safety-health/news/21077221/eight-az-firefighters-injured-one-critically-in-a-large-utility-battery-explosion


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						David O'Neill permalink					

					
						March 23, 2020 12:41 pm					

										Excuse me, 2+ orders?

Arizona was was 2 MWh.

Cleveland is intended to have 700 MWh.

It would be really really bad if it’s installed at one location (Arizona x 350).


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Nigel Sherratt permalink					

					
						March 24, 2020 9:37 am					

										350=10^2.54 (2+) but there is some confusion over numbers. Surprise AZ was 2MW (not MWh), Tesla South Australia is 100MW and 129MWh, Cleve Hill said in a reply to me that they were now proposing 620MWh (not 700MWh) but that may be spin. My calculation, based on an assessment by Arizona power company (APS) and the above figures is that a 620MWh battery explosion would be equivalent to about 413 tons of TNT. Hiroshima bomb was equivalent to 15,000 tons TNT. (1.72/2) x (620/1.29) = 413


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						David O'Neill permalink					

					
						March 24, 2020 11:50 am					

										Thank you for that, I didn’t want to get drawn into the differences between units of power and units of capacity or explosive energy. My main concern is with the amount of HF (and other toxic corrosive chemicals) in the ensuing gas cloud. I think we can agree that it is a potential disaster. I have found that developers are loathe to release capacity details. This is the website for the planning authorities in Northern Ireland: https://www.planningni.gov.uk/index/tools/public-access-info.htm


I am currently looking at reference; LA10/2020/0206/F. I promised a fearful neighbour, that I would look at it for him. May I challenge you or anyone who sees this to look at it and tell me what the capacity is (MWh)?


If you do decide to look at it, tell me what you think of the separation distances.


										
											

									













		
			

				
					
						Ray Sanders permalink					

					
						March 23, 2020 12:45 pm					

										I notice today that the Guardian’s queen of energy incompetence – silly Jilly Ambrose – has cleaned up on the word clean in her very clean article about clean energy storage and how such clean energy storage is being cleaned out of Europe.


https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/mar/23/energy-storage-boom-stalls-in-europe


it seems to have escaped silly Jilly’s notice that there have been 21 battery fires in South Korea alone as well as the recent (not so) “Surprise” event in the US. Presumably we are all to believe that Hydrogen Flouride gas is remarkably “clean” and healthy for our lungs. And of course she just had to work COVID 19 into the article. Pathetic really, I really do wonder how these incompetent people hold down a job……… even at the Guardian.,


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						David O'Neill permalink					

					
						March 23, 2020 1:04 pm					

										On the issue of BESS systems and their safety, may I recommend the following two sites:


https://rivercitymalone.com/wind-solar-energy/bess-bombs-part-1/


https://rivercitymalone.com/wind-solar-energy/bess-bombs-part-2/


There is an embedded video in one of them that relates to the gas cloud characteristics after a sudden relaeas of HF. There is also an interesting quote that reads as follows:


After reviewing the reports and pertinent Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) about the 2019 battery fire at the APS McMicken Energy Storage Facility in Surprise and the 2012 battery fire at the APS Elden Substation facility in Flagstaff, what has become apparent is that utility scale lithium ion batteries using the chemistries in those types of lithium ion batteries are not prudent and create unacceptable risks, particularly those with chemistries that include compounds that can release hydrogen fluoride in the event of a fire and/or explosion.


— Arizona Corporation Commissioner Sandra D. Kennedy, August 2, 2019


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						Nigel Sherratt permalink					

					
						March 24, 2020 10:50 am					

										The Great Explosion of 1916 at the Explosives Loading Company at Uplees near Faversham (the worst disaster in the history of the UK explosives industry) was caused by 15 tons of TNT and 150 tons of Ammonium Nitrate. That broke windows in Southend and killed 109 men and boys (workers and firefighters). It was a Sunday so there were mercifully no female victims. That was equivalent to 78 tons TNT (assuming AN=0.42xTNT). An explosion at Cleve Hill could be 5.3 times larger based on APS’s assessment (assuming it didn’t set off SS Richard Montgomery too). I imagine that would be heard even at BEIS.


										
											

									



		
			

				
					
						saparonia permalink					

					
						March 27, 2020 11:36 am					

										It’s pure and simple greed and bloodymindedness. The sun is in decline anyway, fhs open the pits.


										
											

									

		
			

				
					
						Ariane permalink					

					
						March 27, 2020 4:44 pm					

										Yes!! Open the pits!


										
											

									








		
			

				
					
						Spurwing Plover permalink					

					
						March 27, 2020 3:23 pm					

										So   will   the  Eco-Freaks    do anything  to  stop   this?  Will    those  idiots from  Greenpeace      occupy   the  area   with a   their  camps     will     they  try  and  block  the   construction?  where  are  those      useful  idiots when   their  needed the  same  useful  idiots who    oppose  frack/drilling  the Keep it   in  the  Ground  jerks with that  stupid  finger pinting  at the   ground Not  Interested    no  media   to  show  up
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Battery Fires Pose New Risks to Firefighters

Electricity storage booms as regulators race to develop safety standards
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Advertisement
					Smoke, sirens and flashing lights interrupted the night on Aug. 1, 2012, as a fire took hold at the remote Kahuku wind farm along the north shore of Oahu in Hawaii. The blaze sparked at 3:30 a.m. in a metal warehouse with 12,000 lead acid batteries mounted in racks towering more than 6 feet high.



The 10-megawatt battery system, installed by Xtreme Power, was used to buffer electricity from the 12-turbine, 30 MW wind farm operated by First Wind, smoothing out spikes and low spots in wind power production.



Within 20 minutes, the Honolulu Fire Department arrived at the scene. It was the third fire the firefighters had responded to at that 9,000-square-foot building since operations there started in 2011, but the previous fires burned themselves out or were extinguished before causing extensive damage.




Advertisement

"On-site supervisors advised us that entry into the building was not advised because of the hazards," said Terry Seelig, battalion chief at the Fire Prevention Bureau of the Honolulu Fire Department.



The risks from scalding heat, poisonous fumes, a collapsing structure and the potential for battery explosions kept firefighters outside the warehouse. After determining no one was inside, the response team focused on keeping the blaze from spreading to other buildings at the site.



"It's a defensive fire attack at that point," Seelig said. "The only risk at that point would be to the responders going in."



The team used water to cool parts of the building but avoided using it to extinguish the fire out of concerns for electric shock and risks of creating toxic chemical runoff. Instead, they waited for a carbon dioxide extinguishing system to arrive on the scene, but that proved ineffective at quenching the inferno.



What happens when 12,000 batteries burn?

The stubborn blaze burned for more than 13 hours and continued to smolder after 36 hours, spewing gray smoke and forcing the wind turbines to shut down. Though there were no injuries reported, the operators wrote off the entire battery system.
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The fire was a hard lesson for energy storage developers and first responders in handling a new technology. Grid-level battery systems in particular are cropping up around the country as the industry matures, prices drop and regulations compel energy providers to invest in storage.



"We are increasing our commitment to storage," said Energy Secretary Ernest Moniz in a House budget hearing this week.



Storing energy on the grid is a big part of making intermittent renewable energy more palatable for utilities (ClimateWire, Feb. 13). Industry officials also want EPA to include storage as a way to comply with the Obama administration's Clean Power Plan, as well as state renewable portfolio standards (ClimateWire, Jan. 30).
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According to market research firm IHS, energy storage is poised to expand from 340 MW in capacity in 2013 to more than 40 gigawatts by 2022, a hundredfold increase. That means flywheels, batteries, compressed air caverns and pumped hydropower will crop up in more jurisdictions for the first time.



Federal officials now want to make sure that ambulance crews and firefighters don't find out the hard way that giant power storage installations pose unique challenges and are working to establish rules to pre-empt disaster.


Advertisement

"This is not to say that energy storage systems are specifically unsafe," said Imre Gyuk, energy storage program manager in the Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability at the Department of Energy. "But the point is, energy storage systems are being deployed more and more."



1,200 storage projects coming

Speaking last month during a Web-based seminar discussing DOE's energy storage safety strategic plan, Gyuk said that there are more than 1,200 energy storage projects already running or in development around the world, and the concern is that energy storage technology is coming online faster than regulations can keep up.



"Many of the big companies are indeed very much aware of the issue, but without codes and standards and generalized guidelines, we are really at the mercy of people's goodwill," he said. "The vast majority of codes were not developed for energy storage."



Moving and storing energy in any form carries inherent risks: Fuel depots can catch on fire. Transmission lines can fall and cause shocks. Gas pipelines can explode. Liquid fuels can leak. But rescue workers have decades of experience fighting these challenges, and the industry has established procedures to prevent problems.



Grid-level energy storage, on the other hand, is a new frontier, and establishing safety standards is crucial not just to protect human life and the environment, but also to safeguard expensive energy investments.
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The Kahuku wind farm received a $117 million loan guarantee from DOE in 2010. Xtreme Power declared bankruptcy in 2014, and German energy storage developer Younicos acquired its assets.



"We are still looking into why the fire happened," said Philip Hiersemenzel, press spokesman for Younicos. The company suspects that the fire may not have started with the batteries themselves but may have ignited from foreign material or a ground arc fault.



According to Hiersemenzel, Younicos is agnostic about battery chemistries but is sticking to lithium-ion cells in new projects for now. Many of the company's safeguards come from how installations are designed, using software to regulate cell performance, keeping cells in comfortable conditions and isolating battery packs so a failure in one doesn't cascade to another.



"We are pretty confident that our installations are very safe," Hiersemenzel said, but he acknowledged that cramming megawatt-hours in a small space will always pose hazards. "I think anybody who will say that 'my battery will never burn under no circumstances whatsoever' is being a little disingenuous."



Producer says new technology can be safer

However, compared to conventional generators and electrical infrastructure, energy storage can have safety advantages.
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"In a lot of ways, storage is actually safer than other ways we can do things," said Praveen Kathpal, vice president of AES Energy Storage, a firm with 200 MW of storage in its portfolio online and more than 100 MW in development around the world. "One advantage of storage is you have a controlled environment, and you have something that's modular."



He explained that developers build battery storage systems around identical cells. Unlike batteries in cars or aircraft, grid-scale batteries don't face severe weight and size restrictions, nor do they have to withstand high-speed crashes, so developers have ample room to provide cooling, isolation and fire suppression systems.



And when it comes to lithium-ion cells, the technology has a proven safety record and wide public acceptance. "Pretty much everyone has a lithium battery in their pocket," Kathpal said.



Kenneth Willette, manager of the public fire protection division at the National Fire Protection Association, said the transportation sector offers a precedent for how to train first responders in energy storage.



With the rise of electric cars and more energy-dense batteries on aircraft, emergency crews have already dealt with persistent battery fires and thermal runaway conditions (ClimateWire, Dec. 18, 2014).



Willette cited the experience of the hybrid-electric Chevrolet Volt. The manufacturer taught first responders how to handle battery problems and built features into the car to protect firefighters, like marking high-voltage cables orange and including an emergency discharge system for the batteries.



"Those little things really seem huge in the field," Willette said. "When there were Chevy Volt battery fires, that didn't have a significant impact on [perceptions of safety in] the Volt and the industry."



Applications in office buildings and homes

Large batteries are also taking root in commercial applications like office buildings and may soon make it into homes, as well. In some communities, homes with rooftop solar panels have a greater incentive to store their own electricity instead of feeding it into the grid, saving it to use when the sun sets.



Automaker Tesla Motors has expressed interest in getting its battery systems into the residential market (ClimateWire, Feb. 12).



A larger market means more battery producers, carrying greater risks of manufacturing defects as new companies spring up to meet demand. Wider deployment also means a greater chance of inadequate safety precautions, adding to the urgency of establishing codes governing energy storage.



One important lesson is to have fire response resources on-site, like dry chemicals and deployment systems. Containment structures like warehouses also have to have better ways to contain flames and prevent hazardous chemicals from leaking.



"This is a very rural area," said Seelig of Kahuku. "By the time you get enough firefighting forces and the right extinguishing sources, the fire is going to progress quite a bit."



Another critical factor is the information gap between energy storage operators and responders. "Those facilities might have an internal fire brigade or response team ... but in some instances, there are no on-site people," said Willette. This means firefighters may have to extinguish a blaze without knowing what chemicals are in play, where the electrical shutoffs are or what kind of fire retardant to use.



Developers and responders need to take proactive steps to ensure they know what they are dealing with when an accident occurs, Willette added.



Hawaii's enthusiasm for renewable energy and energy storage is in flux as the state contemplates rolling back incentives (ClimateWire, Jan. 26). In 2014, operators restored the Kahuku wind farm to full capacity, minus the electricity storage component.



Earlier this year, the Hawaii Public Utility Commission signed off on another wind turbine installation at Kahuku, but this installation would send energy directly to power lines instead of buffering through a battery system.



However, demand for energy storage remains robust in other parts of the country, like California, which has a mandate for 1.3 GW of grid energy storage by 2020.



"Finally, finally, finally people are understanding the value of energy storage," said Younicos' Hiersemenzel. "It's transitioning from something exotic to something that's becoming mainstream."



Reprinted from Climatewire with permission from Environment & Energy Publishing, LLC. www.eenews.net, 202-628-6500
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Arizona firefighters rushed to hospitals after explosion at battery facility




        By
        Danielle Wallace | Fox News
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		Email








        A Peoria Fire-Medical Department truck. Four firefighters from the city of Peoria were injured in an explosion at a facility used to store industrial grade lithium batteries. Four additional firefighters from a separate agency were also taken to the hospital for lesser injuries. (Peoria Fire-Medical Department/Facebook)




Eight firefighters, from two separate agencies, were hospitalized Friday after an explosion at an Arizona Public Service facility in Surprise, where utility-sized lithium batteries used in the storage and distribution of solar energy are housed.







FDNY SPIRIT RUN HONORS FIREFIGHTERS WHO BATTLED NOTRE DAME FIRE

Four firefighters from the Peoria Fire-Medical Department were seriously injured. One firefighter was in critical condition after being knocked unconscious. Two others were in serious condition, Capt. Ken Wier told FOX 10 of Phoenix.

Three of the most seriously hurt firefighters were airlifted to Maricopa County Medical Center's burn unit in Phoenix while the fourth was transported to a West Valley hospital, Michael Selmer, a spokesman for the department, told AZCentral.com.



Four additional firefighters from the city of Surprise were taken to a hospital for non-life-threatening injuries, Battalion Chief Julie Moore of the Surprise Fire Department told AZCentral.



Fire teams from Peoria and Surprise both responded to APS McMicken Energy Storage facility around 6 p.m. after someone passing by spotted spoke, Moore said. Firefighters began inspecting a utility-size lithium battery for hazardous chemical levels. An explosion occurred as a Peoria Fire hazmat team attempted to enter the facility.

CLICK HERE FOR THE FOX NEWS APP



APS spokesman Alan Bunnell said the facility will cooperate with a full investigation into the cause of the explosion. He said firefighters were called to the site to investigate a possible equipment failure. Meanwhile, firefighters from various agencies in Phoenix gathered outside the Maricopa Medical Center on Friday evening to rally behind their fellow first-responders, AZCentral reported.
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Lithium-ion Battery Energy Storage Systems - The risks and how to manage them

Author : Paul Hesler & Kenneth A. Travers, AIG

17 July 2019

The rapid rise of Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS’s) that use Lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery technology brings with it massive potential – but also a significant range of risks. 
AIG Energy Industry Group says this is one of the most important emerging risks today – and organisations that use this technology must balance the opportunities with the potential downsides.




The market for BESS technology and Li-ion batteries is growing very rapidly and demand is coming from a wide range of industries and users, many of which are not aware of the risks involved. Consumers are using Li-ion battery technology extensively in their everyday lives – in everything from smartphones to laptops and hybrid cars – and organisations are embracing BESS technology for everything from renewable energy storage to electric cars.



Are these systems safe?



Fire is a major risk, with a number of Li-ion battery-related incidents hitting the headlines in recent years, from exploding Samsung smartphones to electric car fires and even a Dreamliner catching fire at Heathrow, along with a Hawaiian BESS facility fire. One of the most concerning features of battery fires is that they can seemingly ignite or reignite days or weeks after they were thought to be extinguished.



In this report, we look at the development of BESS’s, with particular emphasis on those supplied by Li-ion battery technology and consider the associated risks – as well as what organisations can do to minimise their exposures.



What are Battery Energy Storage Systems?



Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS’s) are a sub-set of Energy Storage Systems (ESS’s). ESS is a general term for the ability of a system to store energy using thermal, electro-mechanical or electro-chemical solutions. A BESS utilises an electro-chemical solution.



Essentially, all Energy Storage Systems capture energy and store it for use later. Examples of these systems include pumped hydro, compressed air storage, mechanical flywheels, and BESS’s. These systems complement intermittent sources of energy such as wind, tidal and solar power in an attempt to balance energy production and consumption.

Energy storage results in a reduction in peak electrical system demand and ESS owners are often compensated through regional grid market programs. Regulators also offer incentives (and in some cases mandates) to encourage participation.



Types of BESS



BESS’s use electro-chemical solutions and include some of the following types of batteries:



•Lithium-ion – these offer good energy storage for their size and can be charged/discharged many times in their lifetime. They are used in a wide variety of consumer electronics such as smartphones, tablets, laptops, electronic cigarettes and digital cameras. They are also used in electric cars and some aircraft.

•Lead-acid – these are traditional rechargeable batteries and are inexpensive compared to newer types of batteries. Uses include protection and control systems, back-up power supplies, and grid energy storage.

•Sodium Sulphur – uses include storing energy from renewable sources such as solar or wind.

•Zinc bromine – uses include storing energy from renewable sources such as solar or wind.

•Flow – flow batteries are quite large and are generally used to store energy from renewable sources.



Why are BESS’s gaining popularity?



All types of BESS offer pros and cons in terms of capacity, discharge duration, energy density, safety, environmental risk, and overall cost. However, BESS’s utilizing Li-ion batteries are by far the most widely used system today. This is primarily due to their high energy density and steady decrease in cost.



Decreasing costs



A major factor in the rapid increase in the use of BESS Li-ion technology has been a 50% decrease in costs of energy storage over the last two years. While costs are still high compared to grid electricity, the cost of energy storage has actually been plummeting for the last 20 years. [1]



Storage systems can also decrease the need to invest in new conventional generation capacity, resulting in financial savings and reduced emissions from generating electricity. Using storage systems also means fewer and cheaper electricity transmission and distribution system upgrades are required.



Storage systems at the utility customer level can also result in significant savings to businesses through smart grid and Distributed Energy Resource (DER) initiatives, where cars, homes and businesses are potential storers, suppliers and users of electricity.



In a virtuous cycle, the growing market will lead to increased production of BESS’s, which will lead to lower prices, which will increase the size of the market further.



Security of supply



Storage technologies are also popular because they improve energy security by optimising energy supply and demand, reducing the need to import electricity via interconnectors, and also reducing the need to continuously adjust generation unit output.




In addition, BESS’s can provide system security by supplying energy during electricity outages, minimizing the disruption and costs associated with power cuts.



Another reason for the rising popularity of storage systems is that they can enable the integration of more renewables, such as solar, tidal and wind power, in the energy mix.



Financial incentives



Many governments and utility regulators are actively encouraging the development of battery storage systems with financial incentives, which is likely to lead to further growth.



What are the risks involved?



While the use of batteries is nothing new, what is new is the size, complexity, energy density of the systems and the Li-ion battery chemistry involved – which can lead to significant fire risks.



These risks are exacerbated by the fact that many of the new users of BESS’s are not energy specialists. Previously, these systems would have been used by companies that had an in-depth understanding of their uses and potential dangers. Today, a buyer of a BESS is just as likely to be a property developer, council or university, with limited understanding of the inherent hazards.



Thermal runaway



‘Thermal runaway’ – a cycle in which excessive heat keeps creating more heat – is the major risk for Li-ion battery technology. It can be caused by a battery having internal cell defects, mechanical failures/damage or overvoltage. These lead to high temperatures, gas build-up and potential explosive rupture of the battery cell, resulting in fire and/or explosion. Without disconnection, thermal runaway can also spread from one cell to the next, causing further damage.



In BESS’s that utilise lead acid batteries, hydrogen evolution can result in explosive atmospheres unless proper ventilation methods are employed.



Difficulty of fighting battery fires



Battery fires are often very intense and difficult to control. They can take days or even weeks to extinguish properly, and may seem fully extinguished when they are not.



They can also be very dangerous to fire fighters and other first responders because, in addition to the immediate fire and electricity risks, they may be dealing with toxic fumes, exposure to hazardous materials and building decontamination issues. Different types of batteries also react differently to fire, so firefighters must be knowledgeable about how they react and how to respond. Otherwise they may decide to contain the fire but leave it to burn itself out leading to the loss of the entire facility.



Failure of control systems



Another issue can be failure of protection and control systems. For example, a Battery Management System (BMS) failure can lead to overcharging and an inability to monitor the operating environment, such as temperature or cell voltage.



Sensitivity of Li-ion batteries to mechanical damage and electrical transients



Contrary to existing conventional battery technology, Li-ion batteries are very sensitive to mechanical damage and electrical surges. This type of damage can result in internal battery short circuits which lead to internal battery heating, battery explosions and fires. The loss of an individual battery can rapidly cascade to surrounding batteries, resulting in a larger scale fire.



Case studies



BESS’s employing Li-ion batteries and Li-ion batteries in general have been involved in a number of high-profile incidents in recent years.



Samsung Galaxy Note 7 recalled after devices explode



Samsung hit the headlines in 2016 when it recalled 2.5 million Galaxy Note 7 phones after complaints about overheating and phones exploding. In January 2017, Samsung confirmed that the cause of the problems had been the batteries. [2] Direct costs of the recall were estimated at the time at up to £4 billion, but it has been suggested that the long-term damage to the brand could be anything up to £20 billion. [3]




Hawaii wind farm has two fires in a year



In 2012, the Kahuku wind firm in Hawaii experienced two fires, which caused significant damage and were attributed to the capacitors being at fault. In the second fire, the fire fighters could not enter the building for several hours because it was unclear whether the batteries were emitting toxic fumes. [4]



How can companies reduce their risks?



Some manufacturers and utility companies are working on developing guidelines regarding how best to protect Battery Energy Storage Systems and any buildings in which they are installed. However, many of the test results are confidential, so efforts are being made to encourage the sharing of this information.



For now, companies that want to use BESS’s must assess their fire protection challenges and reduce their risks wherever possible.



Planning



As a starting point, it is useful to consider these questions:



•How should the BESS be constructed (e.g. using individual containers of batteries, physical separation of batteries, use of dedicated fire areas, fire protection systems etc.)?

•What testing should be conducted during commissioning?

•How do batteries of this chemistry/technology react in a fire?

•How would firefighters make sure this type of battery is fully extinguished?

•How would firefighters handle a damaged battery that is still charged with power?

•Have fire fighters been invited to site to perform a planning review?

•What are the risks to first responders and the public from exposure to toxic fumes, electricity and other hazards if a fire or other incident were to occur?

•What environmental hazards would be created when fire systems interact with failed batteries?



Construction



There are practical steps that organisations can take to minimise their risks when constructing a battery system:



•Use non-combustible materials.

•Check where the batteries were made/who the manufacturer is.

•Transport the batteries very carefully as they are fragile, despite their robust appearance.

•Carry out extensive testing to detect any faults.

•Ensure an effective Battery Management System is included in the design.



For external installations:



•Locate storage systems well away from critical buildings or equipment.

•Where spatial separation is not possible, provide exterior protection such as a passive thermal barrier, or active fire protection such as drenchers.

•Install battery and battery management systems/electrical switch gear in separate rooms.



For internal installations:




•Make sure that the battery system is separate from critical infrastructure.

•Put battery and battery management systems/electrical switch gear in separate rooms, with fire resistive construction (two-hour fire rated) to adequately cut-off the room from surrounding exposures.

•Provide fire-rated compartmentation and adequate separation between battery units.

•Provide adequate fire doors (>FR60) that are maintained in the closed position and equipped with automatic closure mechanisms. Where insulated metal panels (IMPs)are used, these should contain a mineral wool core and be installed in accordance with the terms of their approval. Only non-combustible IMPs should be installed.

•Ensure proper management of cable/service penetrations. Cable penetrations should be adequately sealed to meet the fire resistance of the compartment (two-hour fire resistance rating). Heating, ventilation and air conditioning ducts should have fire dampers provided that automatically close on activation of the fire alarm. Establish a permit to access system to manage changes to service or cable penetrations under an audited system.



Commissioning



During the commissioning process:



•Check the batteries visually at points of loading.

•Repeat factory tests.

•Ensure that those installing the equipment are properly trained.

•Ensure maintenance and inspection schedules are set up.



Fire protection



Organisations should put automatic fire detection in place, with early warning smoke detection or very early warning highly sensitive smoke detection (using air sampling devices such as VESDA). The system design should include continuous remote monitoring.



As for active fire protection, testing and research is just beginning and there is no publicly available test data that proves any particular type of active fire protection can prevent or control thermal runaway. Therefore, there is no clear guidance for organisations about what kind of protection to put in place.



However, inert gas and foam suppression systems seem unable to control thermal runaway, so the two main options are likely to be automatic fire sprinklers and water mist.

In 2018, a Property Insurance Research Group [5] project in the US looked into sprinkler protection for BESS’s, aiming to determine sprinkler protection guidance and establish an appropriate sprinkler system design that applies to the majority of locations where a BESS may be found within a commercial facility.



BESS technology is an area in which the technology – and the associated opportunities and risks – are constantly evolving. AIG’s Energy Industry Practice Group, which focuses on key issues that could impact the energy industry, considers this a key risk and monitors it on an ongoing basis.
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sciencing.com/ toxic chemicals in solar panels

 the federal government collects taxes from US citizens. some of that money goes to the department of
energy. they in turn "loan" that money to energy companies some worth billions (such as the iberdola
company from spain backing the lund hill solar farm net worth $64 billion). many have received the "loan"
started and possibly operated a solar farm and then filed bankruptcy never paying back the "loan" and
disappear, only to start all over again under a different name. this is a misappropriation of our tax money.
very few have been prosecuted. little if any money recovered. they leave the toxic mess behind for
you/me to clean it up. they receive sale tax exemption through fund 626, when they cannot sell their
electricity, we must pay them. $2.7 million in 2013. the washington dept of revenue allows them to
depreciate their personal property 8.5% per year. we the citizens must make up the difference. sound
fair? ref; longmont ,colorado ref: money.cnn.com/obama's alternative energy
bankruptcies...greentechmedia.com/rest in peace ... abcnews.go.com/green firms get fed cash give
excs bounes and fail

solar energy is unreliable: no sun-no electricity. inefficient: goldendale wa. receives 189 days of sunshine
and a average of 5.4 hours per day. so on cloudy, rainy, foggy, snowy days no electricity is generated. if
the solar panels are dirty due to blown dust their efficiency drops dramatically. they are about 14%
efficient, produce about 1.5% of all the electricity in the grid. cleaning is required which uses millions of
gallons of our ground water. when electricity is not being generated other forms of electrical generation is
required which increases the cost to the consumer. solar electricity is more costly than nuclear, natural
gas or coal. solar farms require vast areas of land to produce small amounts of electricity. taking that land
out of crop production is land needed to feed Americans. if our farmland does not produce food for
Americans, we must import food from countries that use harmful chemicals on their plants which USA
band years ago. one columbia dam turbine can provide 156 Megawatts night/day rain/shine 24-7-365. for
solar to produce 156 megawatts it takes 1781 acres (lund hill solar bickelton wa) but it cannot produce
electricity 24-7-365. another short coming of solar. goldendale wa has a PSE natural gas plant. sited on
13 acres produces 297 megawatts 24-7-365. the governor's plan (CETA clean energy transformation act)
is to abandon all these in place reliable efficient means of electrical generation for solar.  he will be sitting
in the dark and cold if he is to depend on solar. just like  like texas. 100% carbon free environment is
impossible to achieve. you will never eliminate fossil fuel. why isn't the governor home on bainbridge
powered 100% by renewables? why isn't the capitol powered by 100% renewables? why isn't his office
powered by 100% renewables? why aren't solar facilities being built on the west side of the state?
reason; the governor doesn't want them in his county near his home and place of employment. do as i
say not as i do mentality. it is ok to force solar on the citizens on the east side of the state. out of site out
of mind.

 these energy companies' prey on counties like ours. their corporate attorneys read our ordinances and
realize there is nothing stopping them from getting their way here. we cannot allow them to continue to
take advantage of us. we need to control the stop/growth of solar facilities in a way that is compatible with
the surrounding area, meets a land use balance, not be concentrated in one area, limit the size of each
solar farm, provide a buffer zone between solar cells, protect the environment, wildlife, wildlife habitat,
ecosystem, ground water, solar farms will destroy the natural beauty of our county and the views loved by
all. solar farms are ugly to everyone except to those profiting from them. they will ruin nearby home
values (our biggest investment), make our home un-marketable, reduce the enjoyment of our properties,
cause emotional distress, they will do nothing the enhance the quality of our lives.  these billion-dollar
energy companies do not care about our concerns. they do not care about global warming, the
environment or greenhouse gases. the only green they care about is the green going into their pocket. the
energy companies should give back to us more than it takes but they don't. stop letting these solar con
men have their way. ref:stopthesethings.com/wind industry thugs sue subsidies:nextera's reign of legal
terror...

these energy companies are greedy, heartless and ruthless. they will not allow any state county or citizen
to get in their way of getting what they want. what they want is the billions of dollars they receive from the
department of energy and state government and possibly tax breaks from a county. YOUR TAX DOLLAR.
these 4 energy companies are currently acquiring leased farm land around goldendale wa. they have



approximately 10,000 acres. the companies are avangird, nextera, invenergy and cypress creek
renewable. all of these companies have filed various lawsuit against states counties and citizens who
stand in their way.   ref: ecbpublishing.com/nextera-strikes-back-prepares... ref: invenergy sues iso and
national grid upriseri.com/ invenergy's lawsuit against national grid may put tens of millions of
construction cost on ratepayers...stopthesethings.com/wind industry thugs sue for subsidies; nextera's
reign of legal terror

how can we continue to allow these energy corporations to get by with their energy scam? the governor
and president decisions to allow solar and wind to continue will only create super fund clean-up sites in
the very near future in Washington and all across America. their decisions will have a huge impact on
everyone's future, a future our children will have to deal with. is this what you want?  we don't. please
reply respectfully, 
greg wagner C.E.A.S.E.  cease2020.org


